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Foreword 

devoted exclusively to th^nroM ,   !       ,0r mton>»t¡onaI meeting 
countries. It MWe7a LI ; "^f^0" «* th. developing 
industrialization hdd in So tT""1 8ymP°8Ìa °n P""*»» «* 
under the sponso^ f TOmo ^ T' T^'T "' 196^'96« 
economic commuions  and a smL " NatÌ°nS re«ional 

under the sponsorship Í^TT *« * Kuwait in ,96« 
The Ail..     « • Government of Kuwait. 

» -ntrtfrd^TpZnralirr •* "~ 6°° "*««- *°» 
international or^nLT^l T     J*•"* Ua'ted Nati°• "»«". 

and private «Ä^^^~ """f"*"" " ^ PUWÍC 

views on the problems and pTslte rf £ fT'0" a"d """"W °f 

• engaged ln promoti„g .£££ ^^ZT* ""* 

natiof;a?tr:i7fo" rdal rntion to ««-*» ^ 
tries themselves andÄl am0"g the *"*I*«»«n- 
efforts. P thC 8COpe' means •d channels for such 

triahSr wt p;z:z r;h
d: rge of prob,ems -^ * *»«»- 

«rt and by pStV* *>1»-•-»W the UNIDO socre- 
and observed to SSSoSTTT?' fateruatio'»J organizations 
published by UNIDO .BaXn'thfT "* "" S^^^ h» been 
in the meeting, the present » d°Cumentoti°» and the discussions 

«ues which tSZZZLa ofTh0g?Ph8 " deVOted to the 21 mai" 
-udes^hap¿ on Ä^ÄK^^ 



and the recommendations approved by the Symposium. Some of the 
monographs deal with specific industrial sectors; some with matters of 
general industrial policy; and others with various aspects of international 
economic co-operation. An effort has been made to make the monographs 
comprehensive and self-contained, while the various economic, techno- 
logical and institutional aspects of the subject matter are treated within 
the context of the conditions generally prevailing in the developing 
countries. 

Since economic, technological and institutional aspects are described 
with particular reference to the needs of the developing oountries, it is 
felt that the monographs will make a distinct contribution in their 
respective areas. They are intended as a source of general information 
and reference for persons and institutions in developing countries con- 
cerned with problems of industrialization, and particularly with problems 
and issues of international co-operation in the field of industrialization. 
With this in view it was considered that an unduly detailed technical 
presentation should be avoided while at the same time enough substantive 
material should be offered to be of value to the prospective reader. For 
a more elaborate treatment of the subject, the reader is referred to the 
selected list of documents and publications annexed to each monograph. 

The annexes also contain information on the areas in which UNIDO 
can provide technical assistance to the developing countries on request- 
a selected list of major UNIDO projects in the respective fields ; and a list 
of meetings recently organized by the United Nations. 

It is hoped that the monographs will be particularly useful to 
Governments in connexion with the technical assistance activities of 
UND30 and other United Nations bodies in the field of industrial 
development. 

This monograph was prepared by the secretariat of UNIDO on the 
basis of material submitted by Mr. R. G. Haour, Director, Compagnie 
d Engineering et de Planification Industrielle Economique et Corn- 
mereiaio (CEPIEC) of Paris, serving as consultant to UNIDO 
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countries. The analysis shows that consumption of apparel textiles con- 
tinues to grow in all parts of the world but that in the developed countries 
most of the growth is taking place in (hose made from synthetic fibres. 
While consumption of industrial fibres is still expanding in the developing 
countries, competition from synthetic fibres in the developed countries 
has led to a slower rate of growth or in some eases to a decline in con- 
sumption. 

The developing countries produce a growing proportion of the vani 
and cloth required to meet their consumption of apparel textiles. The 
developing countries in the Far Kast have long been the most important 
producers of jute manufactures: production in that region has been 
increasing, while in the developed countries it has declined since 1963. 
Production from hard fibres has likewise risen faster in developing 
countries, taken as a group, than in the developed countries. 

The more rapid growth of production than of consumption in the 
developing countries implies changes in the pattern of international 
trade; these are examined in chapter 2. The most marked movement is 
in cotton cloth, where the exports of the developing countries doubled 
in twelve years, while imports declined. 

A description is given to the Long-Term Arrangement regarding 
International Trade in Cotton Textiles, which was negotiated under the 
auspices of ({ATT and came into force in October 1962. 

VhupUr l\ reviews the plans and prospects in the developing countries 
in regard to consumption  and production  of apparel and industrial 
textiles. In the case of apparel textiles, the competition between natural 
and man-made fibre« is an important factor and, while some indications 
for the future may be given, the margin of possible error is probably 
rather large. As regards industrial fibres,  the view is expressed that 
existing trends in the developed countries towards the use of synthetic 
substitute materials are likely to be maintained. Even if the developing 
countries continue to utilize natural fibres and their consumption expands 
world consumption of hard and soft fibres may well decline, and this is 
likely to pose problems for the developing countries which produce them. 

Chapter 4 begins by reviewing the major developments in technology 
since about 1950. For more than half a century prior to that date 
relatively few changes occurred. The most modern machinery operates 
at much higher speeds than were previously possible; materials handling 
in the manufacturing stages has been automated. Consequently, the 
textile industry is now highly capital-intensive in the industrialized 
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countries, but the technology is flexible and rf.    , 
the possibility of selecting what ,73 d«elopu,g countries have 
circumstances. * """' aPI•P•t* to their particular 

The economies of scale and the reduction ¡„ 
with sophisticated  technoluïv  arc    r        7      '""ü <""*" "finable 
prepared by KCLA. It h ,Zt«7„ tTT'" "'  the '^ "f »'»lies 
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buying second-hand eoi»     ^'  "''•"*\",d '^''-mage, ,/ 
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with obsolet« production equipment is taking place simultaneously in 
several countries of a region. 

It is always desirable to prepare a feasibility study before making 
a major investment. If financial assistance is to be sought from an 
institution, such a study will always have to be presented. The type of 
information and the detailed estimates it should contain are discussed. 

The modernization of long established textile industries that have 
become out-of-date calls for measures both at the national level and at 
the level of the individual mill. It is desirable to make periodic nation-wide 
surveys of textile productive capacity and its utilization. The information 
collected in this way provides a foundation for sound government 
planning of development. Each mill management should systematically 
review its existing factory equipment and compare performance with 
that of new machinery now available. In the light of the findings and 
of financial possibilities, plans should be drawn up for the modernization 
or replacement of individual items of equipment. 

Chapter 6 gives an account of the issues presented at the International 
Symposium, the discussions that took place and the recommendations 
made concerning the textile industry. 

United Nations action to assist the textile industries of the developing 
countries is discussed in chapter 7. Field missions to give technical 
assistance lie at the heart of the programme. Nearly one half of the 
projects organized by UNIDO and its predecessor, the Centre for 
Industrial Development, have been concerned with a systematic study 
at the national level, in order to provide guidelines for long-term planning. 
One third of the projects have been more narrowly concerned with 
technical advice, research and development in relation to local conditions. 
In 1968 alone, fifteen field projects were completed. 
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exclude this group of countries from "world" totals. They are included, 
however, in the case of jute and allied products. 

Production and trade data for yarn and cloth made of the various 
fihres are not available tor many countries. In order to achieve a 
comprehensive coverage, production has been estimated by reference to 
the input of raw material, except in the ease of man-made libres. Thus, 
cotton yarn production is equated with national availability of raw 
cotton, ignoring some non-mili use and wastage during manufacturing. 
The overstatement of output by this method is likely to !>e between 
10 and 20 per cent for a given country, the percentage remaining fairly 
constant from year to year. 

Except for jute and hard libres, it is assumed that all yarn nationally 
available (thi.t is. estimated production plus net imports) is converted 
into cloth. In fact, some yarn is consumed as such or used to make knitted 
goods, carpets etc A further complication has been introduced by the 
development of fibre blends (mixtures of cotton or wool with man-made 
fibres), the precise content of which is unspecified in output and trade 
statistics. An appreciable element of estimation must, therefore, be 
accepted as unavoidable. 

Clothing and knitwear manufacture are not sufficiently well docu- 
mented in most developing countries to permit their inclusion in this 
review. 

PRODUCTION 

Apparel yarn 

Recent trends in apparel yarn production are shown in table 1, for 
developing regions and the world as a whole. Production in the developing 
countries has risen from less than 2 million tons in 1954 to 2.7 million in 
1960 and 3.6 million in 1066. The fastest growth was recorded in the 
African group of countries, but all regions except Latin America allowed 
notable advances. Production in the developed countries expanded more 
slowly than in the developing countries over the twelve-year period as 
a whole, but the disparity was much less in the second half than in 
the first. 

In the developing countries, cotton yarn still averages nearly 
90 per cent of all apparel yarn production, despite a faster growth rate 
for man-made fibre yarns. In Latin America, production of woollen and 
man-made fibre yarns is appreciable, so that cotton yarn represent* 
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12 TEXTILE INDUSTRY 

cotton cloth, this rate of increase continued between 1960 and 1966. 
Because the developing countries produce a much smaller proportion 
of the output of synthetic cloth, the fastest-growing sector, their share 
in world production of all apparel cloth barely increased between 1960 
and 1966. 

Manufactures of industrial fibres 

Table 2 also shows manufactures of industrial fibres. The bulk of 
jute textiles is produced in the developing countries in the Far East, 
where the fibre is grown. Moreover, production in that region has been 
growing, while in the developed countries it declined after 1963. Athough 
India and Pakistan dominate the industry, production on a significant 
scale takes place in Brazil, Thailand, the United Arab Republic and a 
number of other developing countries. While sacking continues to be the 
most important outlet for jute, hessian for backing tufted carpets of 
man-made fibres has shown the most dynamic growth. 

In the case of hard fibres, output of manufactures has likewise been 
rising faster in developing countries, taken as a group, than in the devel- 
oped countries. The developed countries, however, are still responsible 
for 60 per cent of world output. 

Table 3 summarizes the production of textiles in the developing 
countries as a percentage of world production according to type of fibre. 

TABLE 3:   SHAKE OF DEVELOPING COUNTRIES IN WORLD TEXTILE PRODUCTION 
(percentage by weight) 

1954 

Cotton cloth    30Q 
Cellulosae cloth   \ 1,4 
Synthetic cloth  j<\ 
Woollen cloth   \^Q 

All apparel cloth  24.4 
Manufacture« of jute etc  7g.4 
Manufacture« of hard fibres  20.8 

TOTAL 35.6 

Soüsoi: Table 2. 

1960 

36.6 
13.5 
4.0 

13.9 
27.7 
77.2 

^9.5 

1964 

41.9 
13.8 
4.9 

15.0 
28.8 
78.7 
33.6 
38.6 

1966 

42.6 
14.S 
5.8 

14.7 
28.6 
83.3 
40.6 
40.3 
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14 TEXTILE INDUSTRY 

the geographical shift in location of machinery has not been matched 
to the same extent by a change in shares of world production. 

It must be remembered that fibres other than cottr n are now 
employed by the cotton industry to a significant extent. About 25 per 
cent of total consumption of man-made fibres is processed into yarn 
on the cotton system. Furthermore, over 25 per cent of loomstage 
requirements in the cotton industries of developped countries is now met 
by man-made (spun and non spun) fibres. The enterprises in the cotton 
industry no longer depend, therefore, solely on developments in the 
consumption of cotton for their economic viability. 

Equipment installed in the wool system 

Information on the installed capacity for wool spinning and weaving 
is so scarce for most of the major producing countries in the developing 
regions that it is not practicable to attempt the kind of analysis given 
above for the cotton system. 

In Latin America, where nearly half the woollen textile output of 
the developing world is located, Argentina and Brazil have the largest 
capacity. The total for the region is somewhat below 1 million spindles 
and 40,000 looms in place. In most countries utilization is poor and 
obsolescence of the machinery widely prevalent, Some Governments 
have organized a programme of modernization to remedy this state 
of affairs. 

In the Far East, India had over 200,000 spindles and 2,300 looms 
in place in 1964. China (Taiwan) and Pakistan are the other main 
producers in this region. Morocco, Turkey and the united Arab Republic 
are the main producers in the Middle East. 

Man-made fibres 

In the processing of man-made fibres into yarn, conventional 
textile machinery is used in some cases. The yarn may then be mixed 
readily with yarns of other fibres to give the desired quality. The weaving 
process is essentially the same as for cotton. It is not practicable to 
separate the production of man-made fibre yarn and cloth from that of 
mixtures m which cotton or wool is the predominant fibre. There are 
therefore, no statistics for spindleage and loomage devoted to man-madê 
ubre textiles. 
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TABLE 5 :    Per capita CONSUMPTION OF COTTON OOODS AND 
MAN-MADE FIBRE (MMF) OOODS 

(kilograms per capita) 

1953 1960 1964 

C^otton MMF      Cotton MMF       Cotton MMF 

United States  11.1 
United Kingdom  6.0 
Netherlands  5.6 
Italy  2.9 
Mexico2  1.9 
India»  1.6 

4.0 10.2 4.1 9.5 6.5 
2.» 7.2 4.5 7.1 5.8 
1.8 6.2 2.9 6.6 5.0 
1.0 3.3 2.4 3.4 3.5 
0.5 2.7 0.7 2.7 0.7 
0.1 1.6 0.1 1.8 0.2 

SODBCE: GATT, A Study on Cotton Textiles, Geneva, 1966. 
* Cotton fabrics only, not all ootton goods. 

In the industrialized countries, most of the increase in per capita 
consumption during the decade took the form of man-made fibre goods. 
In the developing countries, there has been a considerable increase in 
consumption, although the level is still low, and this has mainly taken 
the form of cotton goods. Compared with 16 kg per head in the United 
States and 7 to 13 kg in Western Europe and Japan, the average for 
Latin America is nearly 4 kg, while the Middle East, Far East and Africa 
average around 2.5, 2.0 and 1.5 kg per capita, respectively. 

Consumption of apparel textiles 

Consumption of apparel yarn has been assumed to be identical with 
production of apparel cloth, as shown in table 2, and requires no further 
discussion. Estimated consumption of apparel cloth is derived from 
production by adding net cloth imports and ignoring changes in stocks. 
Table 6 shows these estimates in respect of the developing regions and 
developed countries. Owing to inadequate statistical coverage, it has been 
necessary to exclude wool from this table. 

The consumption of apparel cloth (excluding woollen cloth) by the 
developing countries has risen from 2.4 million tons in 1954 to 3.1 million 
in 1960, 3.7 million in 1964 and 3.9 million in 1966. Compared with this 
expansion of 64 per cent, consumption in the developed countries 
increased by 58 per cent, from 5.4 million tons in 1954 to 8.5 million in 
1966. The faster growth in the developing countries occurred in the 
period 1954 to 1960. Whereas the proportion of consumption represented 
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18 TEXTILE INDU8TRY 

by cotton cloth has remained close to 80 per cent in the developing 
countries, it has fallen in the developed countries from 70 per cent in 
1954 to 63 per cent in 19(H). ~rl per cent in 1964 and 50 per cent in 1966. 
In fact, the rise in consumption of apparel cloth in the developed countries 
has taken the form almost entirely of the growing use of man-made 
fibres, particularly the synthetic fibres. My 1906. man-made fibre cloth 
consumption in the developed countries had reached equality with 
cotton eloth consumption, and within this group synthetic fibre cloth 
had reached equality with ccllulosic cloth. 

It is believed that consumption of woollen cloth in the developing 
countries has expanded at about the same rate as consumption of all 
apparel cloth. In the developed countries, however, consumption of 
woollen cloth has been almost static. 

There are also marked differences in the pattern of consumption 
between the various developing regions. In the Far East, nearly 90 per 
cent is based on cotton and most of the balance on cellulosica. Cellulosic 
fibre is proportionately most important in Africa and Latin America 
(about 15 per cent cellulosic and 75 per cent cotton). Synthetic fibre 
now accounts for 7.5 per cent in Latin America, under 3 per cent in 
other developing regions. Wool consumption is significant only in parts 
of Africa and Latin America. 

Table 7 summarizes the share of developing countries in world 
consumption of the apparel cloths (other than woollen cloth) from 1954 
to 1966. 

To estimate regional consumption of apparel textiles as a whole, 
rather than cloth, allowance would have to be made for the trade in 
clothing and made-up articles. This trade may be expected to assume 
increasing importance in future, especially between developing and 
developed countries and in both directions. Unfortunately, information 
is lacking for many of the developing countries, and a systematic 
treatment of this subject is not immediately practicable. 

TABLE 7:   SHARE OF DEVELOPING COUNTRIES IN WORLD 
CONSUMPTION OF APPAREL CLOTH 

(percentage by weight) 

MM 1960 1964 1966 

^°,t1
t°n.        35.1 39.8 43.5 43.7 

Cellulo8,c           19.2 20.1 17 8 18 2 
Synthetic  2.2 4.6 6.3 6.9 

SOURCE : Table 0. 

J 
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Chapter 2 

INTERNATIONAL TRADE IN TEXTILES 

In the nineteenth century, exports of textiles from the first countries 
to achieve mechanized production brought substantial changes to the 
pattern of trade after a long period of stability. India, for example, 
having been for centuries an exporter of hand-woven cotton cloth, 
turned into a great importer of machine-made textiles. A very high 
proportion of textile production entered into world trade in these years. 
Textiles were the largest item, by value, in world exports of manufactured 
goods. 

In the twentieth century, the development as textile producers of 
Japan and some developing countries—particularly India in the first 
half, and since 1950, China (Taiwan), mainland China, Hong Kong, 
Pakistan, and the Republic of Korea—has once again led to great 
changes in the structure of trade, Some importers of apparel textiles 
have become nearly self-sufficient, others are now net exporters. At the 
same time, other manufacturing industries in Western Europe and North 
America have displayed a more dynamic growth as suppliers of their 
domestic markets and as exporters By 1964, in consequence, textiles 
and clothing had come to represent only about 11 per cent of the value 
of world manufacturing exports, compared with 31 per cent in 1913. 

APPAREL TEXTILES 

The dominance of cotton began to decline between the two world 
wars, in regard to both production and trade, as rayon became a serious 
competitor. In the twenty years following the Second World War, the 
new synthetic fibres have become important in world trade as a whole, 
but remain a minor element in the trade of developing countries. 

Table 8 illustrates the trends in imports and exports of apparel 
yarn and staple fibre by the developing countries, while table 9 gives 
similar information for apparel cloth. 

20 
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TABLE 10:   IMPORTS AND EXPORTS OF APPAREL YA• «,.„ 

FIBRE AND CLOTH BY DEVELOPED COVmlt^ "^ 
(thousand ton«) 

Yarn and staple fibre 

Imports Exports 

1954 

Cotton     
Cellulosic *.'  ff 
Synthetic WWW" Ï 

1960 
Cotton     
Cellulosic         JJi 
Synthetic .'.'.'.'.'.*.'.'.'.'." " *g 

1964 

Cotton   . . . 
Cellulosic ..."         I32 

syndetic .'.w*.*.'.'.'.'.':::  Iti 
1966 

Cotton    
Cellulosic ..                157 

Synthetic .".'.'        229 

         315 

SOUBCE: As for table 8 
a Excluding centrally planned economies. 
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developed countries, and nine tenths of 

25 

f      Europe. the exports came from Western 

Including the trade in woollen textil   *h    A      , 
were net exporters of 480,000 to  560 000 t r       ^^ 0Cmntri- 
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rose over the same period. proPortl°»- Both exports and imports 

trade in clothing, especfally cotton ell ^ ""* inte•t¡o„al 
the developed and ti devo o, „T colt? T^'"* "^ Both 

incase which occurred betw^~^ tf '" ^f,50 «« «* 
cotton clothing. China (Taiwan! H       I '" world exP°rts of 
have achieved a „A""« K°,n«' ndia> I•1 and Pakistan 

world raarket is stm rlE; s:
f

all
XPOrt8' aIth0Ugh tWr sh- *««. 

natiofar^rr^r ;rrLshow^that the —- °< »-- 
the 1950s. In the ooTj^Z    „tlltTflvT" ^ ^ 
exporters brought about situation« ,    developing countries as 

¡n the view of those counfc! ^orTllUT" ^^ Whi^ 
of the market for cotton text!esWt*Zi Tt "dÌ8rUPtÌon" 
opportunities for exports of til! Ï recognized that growing 

felt that measures Ce nldefto ° Sh°UW be PrWided   « • 

development of that trade.Cdt\;eT:;ce.rGTTTC ^ T^ countries concluded the Tnn« T        A     
au8iJlces 0I <*AIT, a number of 

Trade in Cotton^Texfc wt^c"«   "TT"' ^^ ^^-tional 

for a further three years Inclndin! ? , M SmCe been extended 

the „umber « *¿Xt££l£^X%"- 1M2' 
of which 13 are develo•• •    * •    TT  eacned á3 by October 1968, 

for over 90 per J^ZZe^ZZ T^'^ "^ -»">' 
the case of cotton cloth and aCt M n T"' °•r *> PW »* to 

clothing. ab0Ut 80 I*1, »nt in the case of cotton 

The Long-Term Arrangement provides that „„l, . 
eountnes, the quotas established in liZ   o^rT*•^ 
he progressively increased so a. t„ .     ,f lraPort restrictions shall 

3* 
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threatens to be caused. There is provision for consultations in order i 
avoid adnnnKstrative difficulties and damage to the production an 
marketing of thr exporting country. 

Self-Nufiicit'iicy ratios 

It is customary to measure the relative importance to a develop«, 
co,,ntry of trade n, a given product by a "self-sufficiency ratio' X 
•s the rat.o „f „at.onal production to national consumption VVhér 
exports are non-existent or negligible, the concept ha» a i, „Z 
Some , evelop,ng countries, however, have now reached I S 
nonna! ,„ developed countries, where textile products are boil m,££ 

and exported Likewise. ,he developing regiona n.clude sZ c 

e*r r,„,g ,,„„,tr„, „ well as ne, importer», and this fact must bTborT 
uj^od  when   „„erprCng „„. self-sufnciency  rat.o  of a  develop 

*M S, ,Í|,Cf '",the8e reMrva,iw'8- 'he »elf sufficiency ratios shown in 

ELM ;:dX„of the >— - "•' -*ä: 

TABLE 11 :   SELF-SUFFICIENCY RATIOS BOR APPAREL TEXTILES 
IN DEVELOPING REGIONS TEXTILES Proton a, a percentage of cofmm 

Africa 

1954 
Cotton yam  ,n_ 
Cotton cloth   .'.'.'.'.'.""* 3D 
Cellulosic yarn          «Î! 
CelluloBic cloth ....... I [ ] '.'.' " Ja 

1966 
Cotton yarn  InÄ 
Cotton oloth   ][[[  • 
Cellulosic yarn      ,, 
Cellulosic cloth .'.'.'.'.'"" S 
Synthetic yarn .[  ., 
Synthetic cloth .           t ' ' ' ' •  o 

8oomcK:T»ble«l, 2 and «. 

MiidU 
East 

100 
84 
10 
63 

92 
95 

7 
73 
17 
8 

Far 
East 

97 
95 
11 
54 

99 
103 
63 
71 
21 
26 

Latin 
America 

98 
93 
91 
85 

150 
98 
88 
90 
80 
54 

AU 
regioni 

98 
87 
50 
59 

99 
97 
60 
78 
SS 
28 
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IMWä^ONA^TR^BINTEXTILES 

NON-APPAREL TEXTILBS 

Jute 

Hardly any Indian jute is exnort^rl ;„ r 
a major importer of raw  iu£ Í« . "^ *" faCt> India » 

Pakistan, on «,e other ^d • ^^ ^ ^^ ""M*"- 
.into produced domestically  th<> I ^^ tW° thirds <* the 

* ^n««,* „ter Î^^JZT;^:^~"^ 

<>»Jy at the end of the period "   pikÍstat    I ^ * ^ tre*ld 

fron, under ,«, to over 70 per c!nt ^' th   T^ ^^ ^ 
fourfold.   The  expansion  in   Paid V°lume ÍnCreased abo"t 

rather than yarn and «X^O,£tl£ "^ "^"'^ 
mainly concerned with meet,! "mer•anuf«t'>•>g countries are 

evolution of export, ^CTZÌZm^ ^   '2 ^ th° 

                               "" '- «« ,«« 
India     
Pakistan ........'.'.  **} «62 1,064 739 
Other major producers  .. ,!¿ 191 235 sgg 

TOTAL KOB MAJOR EXPORTER8      Io63- -j—- 'I 11« 
.          _   'l" 1,414 1,217 

Sor»oE: Coxn.nonw^th 8ecIeUn.t> /n*^ ^ 

Hard fibres 

» «Jin  t^ZZ^tZ^'T   T '"""^ 
<lome8t,c needs.   Mexico,   however     hi   .'       ^ * V W"lfine<l *" 
developing world, „ports ZT«'' ^ ",«nf«*«"'r in  the 

»Mar proportion .ppfe   „ the Ph7 •'       "" ""^ '<""   A 
PP       '" the PhlllPP">es, although the volume i. 
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much lower. The United States is the main destination of exports ir 
both cases. 

While the developed countries export manufactures of hard fibre* 
particularly to other developed countries, there are practical difficult 
in the way of documenting this trade statistically. 

VALUE OF INTERNATIONAL TRADE IN TEXTILES 

GATT estimated world exports of textiles at $7.7 billion and of 
clothing at $2.15 billion in 1964. In the case of textiles, the developing 
countries exported about one seventh of the world total ; China (Taiwan) 
Hong Kong, India, Mexico. Pakistan, and the United Arab Republic 
together exported textiles to the vaine of $938 million, equally divided 
be ween deve oping and developed countries. India alone contributed 
half the developing world's textile exports to the developed countries 
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Chapters 

PLANS AND PROSPECTS 
|     IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 

i 

APFABEL TEXTILES 

citify a fabric of mixed fibZT^«K atatlstlcal I•tice is to 
of H.e content. PW^t^^tTt'f? °• 5" <*" «* 
established or, this basis. However.tÄilT' °0""    ^ ^ 

•eol:ne,ot-hare
P:t:;end.0r COn8UmPtÍ0"'  ""»«* t• ««* « 

the c^rt^xt^lr Trir'is con8idered' parti°^ 

for each of the /ihr- « MSe8S 8ePar*tely the prospects 
clement ta the t^',        IT"" to dMr"*'"»d count•" « a 4nitont 

Cotton 

m^lmZenäZT"1 l°°tt0n ^^ Prod"0tion in ^eloping 
than•*Äwl"^ the growth in dornest.« consumption and on the possibUitie. of 

2« 
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exports to developed countries, because   with th» 

have I,,,,,,,,,, stal.il,.,-,!. Fro,,,   ).    ,,„„,. ""    '""' •"<•"'"« 
steadily, reachi,,,, .-I  ,,,,,,,„ ;„  „„:,.,'    ""'"' "lli"'- "P"" 
have „eatly „,eLJ   „     ' ,   ti     "' f";'"" """"-' ""elo,,,,,, 
«tre.uj.heni,,,, their abil,H ,, .I „T11"1'• «'-• •" 'e 
on-v with ,,„,„, bllt a|s„ witli

n £     »    '^P-M.x.lle n.arket 

compenti»,, .¡|| be determined bv t , fl, re' ? '.' '"* "' ' 
pnees a» well m l,v the „erfon„„„,    <•      J evohit,,,,,  „f Hat ¡r ~ » -„^r: : : t:.h^;,g,a,"th,w ** 
of apparel textiles but a declinp in ., U'glowth 1M total consumpti 
«•at the eons,•,,,,,,, ;^t^7» *• ,1k, 

•nt„,Ue to i„erea,se. altl,o„g|, verv slowl' '      """"tr'e9 " 

countrie»bntalw;t,,eUm , ,, 1°        ''I"   f" than Ìn «* *Hop. 
of all fibres is very litie  '!       ' *">' ^"»^»»tal consuno 

of income. ,„ a ^ZT^ZZT^ abOUt fUt"re *» 
«* of assumptions  about „alnlî "" •VCarS' an "^""«t 
^tween „and 8„ per ee,!t ^ ^h ^7 J•" •»«"'« «*»" 
of assumptions. On an,- likely „si,•  i, "" " P''ssi•»«c « 
«f cotton textile« in the deyêtmT ' l•""' 'he «"'»"mptio 
ft*r rate than i„ „,,. ¿vÄ ""7"       "''' """"'""  t0 • * 

the n^rtpZr wiibin "ÌL" ^ * "^ 8u,*tantially, sin« 
Malaysia and the Philippi,; hi"! i:!'""' I"•?^  ^'°«.  Indoor 
development policy Ul   r ^£ZT. T  "'" ," ""* °f their ««— 
utiles. Consequently. theextCm"       '"'' *» -«ciency in cotton 
China (Tanvan,. Pakistu„ ^ ^ "'"^ "' Asi»' » P-tieuh,. 

rely eyen ,„„re heayily than in the 2       °      KOr"a' Wi" "» «*«• * 
countries. Mueh »ill therefore deoenV    !L°" eXportin« to the deyeloped 
°v the deyeioped eonot^^*  "GAWT ^ ^ ^ 
comes to an end in 1»70. AIT ^"g-Term Arrangement 
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TI,, ,!rowet rt":;;;icvahihris '** SCO,M
' 

,v,r f,,rtw im»°rt «»-««««.. 

'»«•i tl... Kr,•tl, ,„ ,l(.null„| ,„,. „Iilnv yrim u> c(im(i *" 

In Africa, ti«. Cute,! Arali lìeniiblio has I , il.        i 

otton t<xtuVs. an,l the count•* of the East African Common M,rke 
have firm .„vestment plans to establish integrated mills   Z     Af 

yg.,.n   lietw«,,  IMO an,l ,„«4. output increased by«•   cen  Ttf 
he I „,ted Ara, Republic is excluded, by m„re tha    „,„',Z,ZZ The 

»"Xtb^ 
prepared by MA. Ihe achievement of self-sufficiency durine the 

¿£. t:rrm far ~—^ -^ 
The Middle East has lanre rrwnr-»*»- -r -  u      *L i , »»ige rioource» vil cuttoa fibres «nH o +av+;u 

|   2,. . ' raam,foctu•f! enterprise,, although there J 
«.me larger plants constructed with government finance  None oT Z 1 s: ä rrsin farea hM «-^Äit 

<•. per« ^ "^ °UtPUt ^ • * T ' P- 

Celluiosi« man-mule fibres 

deveíoX•     ?     f made fr0m MUutó "»»•"-* Ab«» ¡" »he 
eons^ZZelS" T? *" °f 'eVeUÍng 0ff "»» ,9M' whi,< * 
rapWl7T ilt h "fe     ? SynthetÍC fibre8 hM °0ntinued to -P•d 
developed „Zl   *£        °i T^*• m^ "» ob8er•1 •» tto veloped countnes. It „ probably too soon, however, to deduce that 
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the proportion of cellulosic man-made fibres in textile consumption 
oontlnue to decline in the developing regions. 

Nearly 20 per cent of cellulosic cloth consumption in the develo, 
regions ,. current v met by imports, spared with about 30 pt £n 
860. The proport.on may be expected to continue to decline ExZ 

Latm Amenea. about one half the production of cloth is based on imZ 
yarn or staple ubre. Known expansion plans may hrrngTal Zi 
close to self-sufficiency i„ eellulosic man-made^bre? tatewî 
considerable dependence on imports will continue for some yl ^ 

Synthetic fibres 

Although penetration of the market for apparel textiles by .vnthe 

ÍhTratTTfer k8SeXtenSÌVe" de,el°««»»» develop^« the rate of expansion is impressive. Latin America is rh« AZ, 

negon where the penetration has been grea^ 'this re^ ta 

oTcir;!:r8 in ma,mfacturing « «« - ¿- * « 

cellulosic hbres and cotton, it is doubtful whether in !    1 

complex has bee,, establishedlZJTvEï!»"hÌ , V*"*»*« 
of synthetic varn how«•. y' large-scale importatioi 

a »raU-l e r^ald LT ;n "7 "" be Preferable to -"***• 
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synthetic textiles in the developing regions will probably be accompanied 
by an increase m the volume of imports of synthetic yarn and, to a 
lesser extent, of imports of raw materials for manufacturing synthetic 

Wool 

Í 

The general trend in the world's wool industry is one of very slow 
i   expansion. In the developing regions, the proportion of wool used in 
•;   appuel textiles has been declining. For climatic reasons, the wool industry 

is relatively insignificant in Africa and the Far East and relatively 
important in Latin America; in the Middle East, wool forirs 17 per cent 
of total   yarn  output.   In   many   developing   countries,   information 
concerning the wool industry is either incomplete or considerably out of 
date, so that it is hazardous to forecast future trends. FAO  however 
ha* conducted considerable research into the future demand for wool' 
Ina study published in  1967,* FAO estimated that in the ten years 
l.)66-1975 annual wool production would grow by 1 to 2.5 per cent 
in the developing countries, by 2 to 3 per cent in the developed market 
economies and by 5 to 6.5 per cent in the centrally planned economies. 
It was estimated that annual demand (excluding the centrally planned 
economies) would increase at between 1.2 and 2.3 per cent, depending 
on the assumptions made about the growth of national income. Annual 
demand m the developing countries, however, was expected to grow at 
between 3.3 and 5 per cent, compared with only 0.9 to 1.8 per cent in 
developed countries. It was also anticipated that the balance of trade 
in woollen textiles of developing countries would be favourable in 1975 

"eLuMK    °f ÌnCreaSed   eXPOrtS'   COmpared  With  a net   defic* in 

Both India and Pakistan, which have been largely dependent on 
imparted yarn, have ambitious plans for expanding their production of 
woollen textiles. It may prove feasible to expand local production of 
}arn and to import more raw wool, concurrently with such expansion. 

In Africa, the consumption of woollen textiles is extremely low 
outside the three producing countries-Algeria, Morocco and the United 
Arab Republic. Little change is foreseen in this situation 

1967. 
1 FAO, Monthly Bulletin of Agricultural Economics and Statistics November 
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Conclusions 

It must be evident from the foregoing discussion that the cont 
of various fibres in the consumption and production of textiles will 
the result of the interplay of a number of factors. Moreover, 
consumption pattern in particular developing countries will be influem 
by the decisions reached in regard to the production of man-mi 
fibres. 

The effect of the trends that have been discussed in this sect 
may be illustrated by table 13 comparing the pattern of consumpt 
in 1966 with the type of pattern that may emerge by 1975. The ta 
should be regarded as impressionistic rather than as an attempt a 
detailed forecast. 

TABLE 13:   THE CHANGING PATTERN OF CONSUMPTION OF 
APPAREL TEXTILES: ESTIMATES FOR 1966 AND INDICATIONS FOB 1975 

(thousand tons) 

Developed countries 

1966 

Developing countries 

Cotton     4,200 
Cellulosic fibre  2,100 
Synthetic fibre  2,100 
Wool  1,000 

«7-5 1966 197S 

4,500 3,300 4,500 
2,300 480 600 
5,000 160 400 
1,100 150 200 

As regards the production pattern, it seems probable that 1 
developing countries as a whole will manufacture well over 90 per C( 
of indicated cloth consumption in 1975. In the case of cotton, they m 
even become net exporters to the developed countries. About one tk 
of cellulosic man-made fibre and one half of synthetic cloth consumpti 
may be imported from the developed countries. 

JUTE AND ALLIED FIBRES 

FAO has made detailed studies of trends in the consumption a 
production of jute,2 on which the following remarks are based. 

The chief alternative use for land under jute cultivation is rice, a 

1 FAO, Agricultural Commodities: Projections for 1975 and 1985 and Mont, 
Bulletin of Agricultural Economics and Statistics December 1967. 
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t!,   aUocafon between these two uses is determined mainly by price 
ex,« afons and anticipated crop yields. Since demand  for riœï 
exacted to grow faster than demand for jute, it i, considered „„illy 
that the area under jute cultivation will greatly expand. Neverthekss 
an improvement in yield may result m higher output by 11)7, 

Consumption of jute  manufactures is expected  to  continue  to 
expand apprecaby ,„ the developing countries, especially   „ Tho 
„„nines where ,„te ,s grown. Roughly one half of world consumption 

however, takes place in the developed countries (including the CsR 
and he centrallyfanned economies of Eastern Euro,«), an Vo 1«^ 
m tins group of countries is for a stagnation or even a de'2Tn 

• ZZTboTi:1"8 that ^Cüntinues to ,ose «rou"J to —'* materials in both its main end-uses (see chapter 4). There is  therpf•. 
,   ~ danger of excess supplies „f raw jute'in relatione i^n^ 

; While other minor uses of jute exist, they seem unlikely to develop 
;    no large-scale outlets in the future. Research may bring new uses to 

•gh , but it is impossible to say whether they would be less Lscept b£ 
o the competition of synthetic materials than the known useT7u^ 

India and Pakistan both have plans to increase the output of Tute 
manufactures; other developing countries may tend to do The samet 
order to starniate economic development and save foreig,   exchange 
Increasing competition and excess manufacturing capacity mayTll 

The conclusion seems almost inescapable that the price of iute 

• •fT„t¡TV ' rd t0 decline-u may wdl be tta Cta of expor   trade both m jute manufactures and in raw jute willdedtae 
m the future, untü most of the world's jute is consumed in the countZ 

< a sud I    " CaiïV:^ U " nüt SUg8e8ted' "•- «»t ZreZZ 
i a sudden rapid decline in the use of jute. On the contrary  In many 

deve.op.ng countries its use may continue to expand for man" •Z 
^consumption in the developed countries level off LTi ££ 

HARD FIBRES 

hard^hrL^A^Ir d0ne mUCh re8eMch int0 the **»• demand for hard librea.' As in the case of jute, there is growing competition from 
syn^heticmate•,. The FAO study group est! J^tTrfddemtd 

«t ÄuXS^0' m5; f0r f°U referenoe ~ — 3 -"- "««* 
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for the main categories of hard fibre products would decline in the te 
years to 1975 unless hard fibre prices remained consistently lower tha 
the levels of li»67. These estimates were made on the assumption of r 
technological change; the search for new U3es, if successful, could alt< 

the perspective. 

Suitable land for growing hard fibres is not a limiting factor in mo 
producing areas, and supplies wouid tend to adjust upward or downwai 
to a period of high or low prices, (irave social problems might aris 
however, in count ries where predominantly small holdings were rendere 
uneconomic by low prices. 

Expansion of local manufacture!! may ease the problems create 
bv a production surplus in developing countries which have hithen 
exported hard fibre as such. In most cases, however, the loss of expo 
earnings will be serious unless export markets can be developed for tl 
manufactures. This will nut be easy in the case of traditional hard fib 
products, owing to keen competition from existing manufacturers ar 
from synthetic substitutes. 

In this situation the search for new outlets which would consul] 
large  quantities of hard  fibre and are not subject to the threat 
competition of synthetics assumes great importance. This matter 
discussed in chapter 4. 
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Chapter 4 

TECHNICAL AND ECONOMIC FACTORS 
OF RELEVANCE TO DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 

THE MANUFACTURING PROCESS 

Many different machine, are „sed in the transformation of natural and 
man-made fibre. ,„t„ cloth. No attempt is made here to provide a 
comprehensive description of the process; it i, desirable, however, to 
.„hcate briefly the basic stage« in textile production and to relate thVm 

to recent developments in technology. 

À 

Cotton spinning 

The pre-marketing process of ginning separates the lint from the 
cot on seed. The tightly packed bale which is delivered to the Z sM 
conta•, however, a considerable quantity of impurities. The cotton or 
short-staple system is the simplest of the conventional procTses fo 
convertmg fibres „to yarn. The four basic stages of production tre 

Opening, blending and cleaning, 

Further cleaning and parallelization of the fibres to form a sliver- 

Making the sliver homogeneous, thinner and more coherent; 

Spinning the yarn and preparing it for weaving. 

After the beating and screening opera, ions of the first stage   the 

^Lemser a:t7 sherloose fibre-The ^ imnnritie«  £\ ^P"""69   the   fibres   a"d   «moves   the   remaining 

Zs and ,1: ?;;yams a oombing machine then •°• ^ -^ "ores and lays the remaining ones parallel. 

doubH• iL6•' emeTg fr0m the Card8' under8° the Processes of 
doubling, drawing a„d roving-the latter imparting a slight twist 

l * TOIr       'I0 the 8PrÌng frameS- «"* on the" end u^ 
»C ontoTntr and WarP yam8 are generaiIy dOUbW • b0th 

37 
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Wool spinning 

After scouring to remove grease, wool can be spun into yarn eith< 
on the woollen or the worsted system. The former is a relatively shoi 
process resulting in a yarn in which the fibres are disposed at randoi 
angles to one another: the latter gives a smooth yarn, tightly twistei 
with a high degree of fibre parallel ization. 

Processes in principle not very dissimilar from the cotton systei 
remove impurities and card, comb and form the wool into slivers or top 
which are then drafted in a series of drawing operations and spun ini 
yarn. 

Man-made filament yarn and staple fibre 

All man-made fibres are produced in a basically similar fashioi 
whether the raw magliai is a natural polymer (cellulose) or a synthet 
one (polyamide, polyester, acrylic and so forth). After melting ( 
dissolving into a liquid, the material is extruded in the form of continuo! 
filaments whose thickness depends, inter alia, on the diameter of tl 
holes in the spinneret. 

Specially designed machines produce yarn from the continuo! 
filaments. In an alternative process, the filaments are cut into stap 
fibre of predetermined length. These are then spun into yarn of any i 
the conventional spinning systems. The continuous filament tow ma 
also be converted directly into top. This is done in a so-called tow-to-tc 
converter. 

Other natural fibres 

Leaf and leaf-stem fibres, such as sisal, henequén and abaca a: 
obtained by scraping the pulpy material away from the plant. Varioi 
decorticating machines perform this operation, ranging from larg 
expensive stationary machines on plantations to small transportable one 

The bast fibres (flax, hemp, jute and allied fibres, ramie) are obtain« 
by soaking—or "retting"—the stalks for a long time in water until tl 
fibres have been separated by a biological process. 

The spinning process for all these natural fibres involves cldanh 
and laying the fibres parallel in a homogeneous sliver, essentially 
in the cotton system. 
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Weaving 

The spun yarn must first be prepared for weaving. The weft ha* 
to he wound on a pirn if a shuttle loom is used. The warp threap « 
ambled as reared in a warping machine and are then usuala 
streng henee! against abrasion in the loom by sizing. In the loom the 
warp threads arc- alternately raised and lowered and the weft thread« 
passed between them. t'irtaas 

The weavmg process is substantially the same whether natural or 
•nan-nmc e ,bre yarn or a yarn blended from several different fib• is 
.n.ployed J he aame mül may at various times weave cloth from a wide 
variety of hbre yarns. Rolls of cloth are transferred from the looms to it 
«lothroon, where the fabric is inspected and mended; the vardage is 
t hen measured and the pieces are weighed and packed " 

f 
f 

I 

RECENT TECHNOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENTS 

After more than half a century of technological stagnation til. 
produco« capacity of textile maehinery has increased LmatieZ 
su.ee .bout I960. Trad.tionally. textile manufacture has been a Ä 
mtens.ve mdustry. The rising cost of labour in the developed „ounZs 
»- a strong mcentive to produce machinery operating at higher speed 

r   "? Í mate•'8,betWee" "«*»"• As a """'t. textile manufaeture 
,HUZ „     \g   y C»"i*alinten8ire M"'»t'.v. and the machmory 

"Stalled may become obsolete long before it is worn „ut.  In  the» 
cm-mnstances.   a   high   rate   „f  „taxation   „f  ,„a(.|lillerv   mu8 ^ 

machmery embodying the latest technical advances. 

This does not mean that the developing conntrie» have ,„ adopt the 
^modero and sophisticated technology. On the contrary, it LeZ 

'lu,  v f      
C-.a T.       range Uf miWhinerV tha" in l"*»l» »«V other 

ce^l H7 andthe *e °f th° market- Ma">' '^'«Ping --trie, eed gu da    e m tag this chojce wiselv   and the ^ N 

has sought to provide technical assistance in this respect (see chapter 7) 

Lei      di!C"Ption  of th»  ami-  directions  in  which technologie 
development has taken place is given below 
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Cotton spinning 

In bale opening and cleaning, new machinery has been developed, 
the manual feeding of the blending feeders has been eliminated and the 
cards can be fed direct from this stage, thus eliminating the scutcher. 

The introduction of metallic card clothing was a significant 
improvement in cotton processing. Rapid advances in card design have 
raised the throughput obtainable to over 20 kg per hour, compared with 
under 5 kg in 1950. The output of combing machinery has likewise risen, 
from under 4 kg to over 20 kg per minute. 

The carded slivers can be transported automatically to the drawing 
frames, and it is possible to spin directly from the draw-frame sliver by 
the so-called ultra-high drafting system, thereby eliminating roving. 
The delivery speeds of drawing frames (about 30 metres per minute in 
1950) now exceed 400 metres per minute. In 1950, ring spinning frames 
operated at 7,500 rpm; the current operation is at 12,000 to 15,000 rpm. 

Although still under development, mention should he made of 
break or open-end spinning, which represents a new processing concept. 
Instead of the conventional system of spindle/ring/traveller, the spinning 
is carried out on this machine by centrifugal force. 

Wool spinning 

As with cotton spinning, there are new techniques involving higher 
speeds and higher drafts. These require better-quality wool. Better 
methods of testing now make it possible to predict with a high degree of 
accuracy the yield in scouring greasy wool and in carding. 

Worsted spinning 

Carding machines now work faster and are more efficient at removing 
burrs. The number of steps in the production of the top has been reduced, 
and greater evenness ia obtained. Very high drafts may be utilized, and 
it is possible to process both oiled and dry mateiials, twisted or untwisted. 

Jute and hard fibre processing 

Shortage of water in some countries makes it desirable to find an 
alternative to retting for jute. The soft fibres are often too fine for 
mechanical decortication, which can lead to unacceptably high losses. 
Alternative means of separating jute fibres are under development. 
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Hard fibres can now be decorticated by automatic machines in place 
of the hand-fed raspador«. Such machines, however, are usually expensive 
and may require mechanical transport for the leaves. The alternative of a 
smaller but transportable automatic machine is under investigation. 

Man-made fibre spinning 

The useof the tow-to-top conversion technique has already been 
mentioned. The other main development in spinning man-made fibres 
has been the texturizing of synthetic fibres and yarn. Texturizin« 
completely eliminates the conventional spinning processes, and the 
resulting bulk yarn can be used for a great variety of purposes 

Weaving 

The weft yarn can be spun directly onto loom pirns instead of firet 
being wound onto regular spinning bobbins. Automatic devices knot 
successive feed package ends and repair yarn breaks. Warping machines 
currently operate at 750 to 900 metres per minute (500 in 1950) and have 
automatic devices for warp knotting and threading, drop-wire pinning 
and reeding. Synthetic sizing compounds have reduced or even eliminated 
the drying chamber of the sizing machine. The preparation of size may be 
automated, with control of stretch and moisture, leading to closer control 
ot iabric quality and weaving efficiency. 

Of all the equipment used in conventional cotton manufacture, the 
oom 18 the lte     whose design fluctuates most widely. The automatic 

shuttle loom is the basic level of modern weaving technique. The addition 

In 7? if'7 umg °r b0X l0adÜ1e 0f the 8huttle constitutes the 
second level of sophistication. The automatic loom equipment with its 
own pirn.winder eliminates the need for battery filling. Finally, there are 
the shuttleless looms which feed weft yarn directly from large packages 
and can weave two fabric widths simultaneously. Propulsion of the weft 
is achieved by air or water jet or on the rapier or yarn carrier principle. 
These devices permit a very sharp rise in weaving speeds, although wk 
some loss of machine versatility. 

<• 
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COST OF MODERN TECHNOLOGY 

Many of the technological developments described above require 
heavy capital investment. At the beginning of the century, a loom 
might be bought for $60; a modern shuttleless loom can cost over 
$10,000, Admittedly, this is an extreme case. Heavy capital expenditure 
on the most modern equipment is economically justified if the resulting 
high output can be marketed and if high labour costs can be cut by 
installing the equipment. An OECD study published in 1965* showed 
that a modern textile mill in Western Europe working on three shifts 
required a capital investment of from $15,000 to $25,000 per employee 
and that a mill with 10,000 spindles should be regarded as the minimum 
balanced unit. In Canada, where labour costs are higher, the investment 
per employee is about $38,000 and the minimum economic unit would 
be in the range of 20,000 to 30,000 spindles. In the United States, the 
capital/labour ratio reaches $50,000 per operative. 

ECONOMIES OF SCALE: APPAREL TEXTILES 

With the latest technology, the installation of 10,000 spindlei 
implies an annual production of some 2,000 tons of yarn. In manj 
developing countries, this output would supply the annual textile needi 
of over 1 million inhabitants. It is therefore of great importance U 
establish whether the trend towards large-scale production units, s< 
marked in the developed countries, must be followed by the developing 
countries in order to achieve competitive costs of production and ai 
acceptable rate of return on capital invested. 

Economies of scale fall into two distinct categories. First, there ar< 
those which arise from the possibility of organizing the manufacturing 
process more efficiently when the volume of output increases, but withou 
the processes themselves undergoing any fundamental change. Machiner 
and equipment are available in a limited range of sizes, and sometimes th 
niinimum size may have a productive capacity greater than required 
It is rarely possible to balance the productive capacity of equipmen 
at each of the many stages of manufacture, and there will always b 
some idle machine time. As the installed production capacity grow« 
however, there is a reduction in the proportion of machine time whic 

4 Modern Cotton Industry; for full reference aee annex 3 under "Other sources' 
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must be idle, even when the plant „ a whole k . 

output. Larger machines, producing a larger output, need „„7requ^ 
more operates to attend them. Economies can be expected ~ 
to machine maintenance, stocking of spare parts „nd so on ^ 

A theoretical study published by ECLA in 106fi» investigated the 
significance ,„ integrated cotton spinning and weaving ^^ 

category of eeonom.es of scale. The study was based on up-to-date 
technical practice ,., Lath, America in M«4, excluding the v ry lateÍ 
innovations. Twenty-four models were constructed, based on milÍsof 
eight sizes and three alternative tvnes of cloth Tk • -• „ 
from 2 nnn In mo ,„,„     -   ,, . "' The s,ze of "»B ranged 
Iron, 2,000 to 100,000 spimllcs, with corresponding weaving equipment 
This size range is fu v renrespniit;,• „tu .   s "VI•6111- ....       . s ""' representative of the range to be found in the 
Latin American textiJe industry. 

Except for one cloth type (a fine combed fabric), the unit production 
and unit investment costs for a mill with as few a 6,000 spinateTwer" 
only 6 to 11 per cent higher than for a mill with 100,000 spMeT Un 

of technology would be a little below 6,000 spindles. As to the optimum 
economic size, this was regarded as one which would have u„iÍTo7s 

f "aIm0/ aplîT T* «T•'"^ ^ » •" »he dlc„Hy 

I ZZnZ wouïï i"86 8Cak Pr0dUCtÍOn Unifa- A mi" with ^ i«.ioo spindles would be necessary to achieve these cost levels 

bv alt86*0",? CategOTy °f eCOn0mies of scate includ<* «><** obtained 
the ,tP7 .ngeS m the m•uf^«•g process, essentially through 
the use of machinery operating ai faster rates, when the volume of 
product,«« reaches a level that can absorb the output of such ma htaerv 

"ir: ;,e ratio of iabour * ^m «*• •» • *»*Sä- or ss tr r TT 
the 8maUœt scaie u ^to ^ <*££ cotton cloth than hand-looming in a cottage industry  such as Indi» 

foónr^T     ?? °" " COnfined' "o••-, to levels of technology 

en ni" rge ;8 sti11 very wide °wing to *• *«'»*»• <•»•£ r-ients that have taken place in recent years. 

examt-d T^•" 8tUdy '" the in^"«»«on just described, ECLA 
«uu»d the ...fluenee of the level of technology on production coste 
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TABLE 14:    DATA FOR INTEGRATED COTTON MILLS IN LATIN AMERICA 

Level A           Leni 11 Uvei G 

Capital investment (S ] ,01)0)         4,453.3         -,.,,„_- fi   0? fi~ 
Number ol spmdles install,-,]     13(60o.O      ir(,2oo.O 14,'sOOV) 
Number ol looms .„„tailed             5340            ,,.„, „ ',40 
Yam output (tons p.a.)           2,265.()         2.«4:ù) J,89f,0 
(loth output (J.OOO metres)     16>80ao       mm 0 .,,        ' 
Number employ«!              f)(W<0            44(. „ '       " 
Cost of cloth (dollars per 1,()()(( metres)»          nii.o            if„;0 U90 

Return on investment1* (percentage)             L> s. I               32.Ü '{V'{ 

SOUR(-R: KC'LA. fiociiMiKiit, K/CX. 12/74«. 

oapit'uNÜvS a"y   """"am'° ,0r ",mu"-r»li"» "! *> .trcpr,.,,,,,,,»!  «lull« ,x,.n,s„d and the 

b Un• margin   b.-for« tax, aamiinj,v cloth ìH sohl at  $25» nor thn.,»«,,,) n»»tr.« Thn r«t.,^ 
compares With an »vera«.- mtermt r.t« for long-term ,.rü.l,t. „t 12 ,HT c,,,t 

m  an integrated   cotton spinning an«!   weaving nuil."  Machinery  was 

classified into  three  broad groups relating  to technology current  in 

1950, 19t>0 and 1965, »nd referred to as levels A. B and ('respectively 

The   three   levels   were   then   applied    in    models   containing   about 

15.O00 spindles.   The  exact  production   capacity  of each   model   wa* 

howe\er, determined by the size of machinery available at the relevant 

level oí technology, so as to produce conditions of optimum balance 

The object  being to illustrate the effect   of technology 00 cost   it  was 
implicitly assumed that the full output could be sold in all cases' h was 

further assumed that a single type „f «doth, of plain weave, would be 

produced. Table  14 gives the capital investment in each case, including 

pre-operahond   rusts   and   working   capital,   plant   capacity,   output 
numbers employed, cost  and profitability. 

There are variations in economic factors from one country to another 

and it is not suggested that too great weight should be attributed to the 

calculations based on these theoretical simplified models. Nevertheless 

the changes in the relative use of labour and capital between levels A 

and V are extremely striking. Some of these changes are illustrated in the 
form of index number:; in tallio 15. 

In setting up a mill, the entrepeneur will have to balance the difficulty 
of acquiring the larger amounts of capital required for levels B or C 

compared with level A against the reduction in costs which might be 

«,f«rl ChüÍC'° 0!" Tw''"lol°RieH ln the L«tin American Textile Industry; for full 
reference we annex 3 under "Economic Commission for Latin America". 
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TAHLK 15:    COMPARISON OF KKSILTS OF DIIFKRKNT LEVELS OF 

TKCIINOLOUY IN INTEUKATEI) COTTON MILLS IN  L\TIN AMERICA 
(index numbers: level A -^ 100) 

l.rctl  li 

Cloth output p.n  . 
Capital invested       ,, 
Capital pei metre of cloth p.!(    ' ' '       1(")t) 

Capital per person employed [' |!M) 

Number employed     

Number employed p,.r metre of cloth p.a  
Cost  of cloth per metrea    '    ' '  i¡.', 
tin .sa margin p.a.b        ' " 

SIM RCK: A« 1er lutile 14. 

•*, b See foutnutiw a, b, (0 ta|,|e ]., 

Lrr.l C 

IL'S 
i4t; 
115 
lillt 

47 
»7 
89 

174 

achieved; he may also be less confident that the domestic market could 
absorb the higher output obtainable in the latter two cases. 

Where the (Government of a developing country is participating in 
the establishment of a mill, it   may  be aux s to secure employment 

opportunities: from this point of view level A ' -,r\y offers the greatest, 

advantages. The KCLA report judges 1 hat level |{ ¡s likelv to be most 

advantageous to  Latin America, on a baiane«' of considera» ions. 

It should be noted that this KCLA study does not investigate the 
iurther economies that might he obtained in a mill of cven^greater 

capacity, such as might be set up if the domestic market were sufficiently 

large or there were prospects of export trade. The conclusions are not 

intended for adoption elsewhere without further investigation ; the study 

does illustrate, however, the kind of analysis that can be undertaken in 
order to arrive at a decision. 

Noii-integralcd plants 

The spinning and weaving processes can be divided into separate 
industries. This frequently occurs in the case of man-made fibres where 

as was shown in chapters 1 and 2, the developing countries rely 

considerably on imported vani. The practice is Jess common in the case 

oí cotton or wool, since integration generally makes it easier to control 
quality and reduces production costs. 

There is, however, less scope for u.4ng labour-intensive method« for 
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manufacturing yarn than for weaving cloth. According to the 

circumstances of a developing country, it may he desirable to examine 

various combinations such as a small number of largì» modern spinning 

mills supplying several small specialist weaving mills; or. in I he case nf 

specialist yarn, several small spinning mills supplying a single weaving 

mill that might also incorporate a finishing plant. Some additional 
transport cost* belween siijnniiiir and H-i.nci,>,r |il.i„t„ |„,,...(.. i„ . i 

but may not outweigh the advantages. Finishing operations such as 

bleaching, dyeing and printing are not discussed in this monograph, 

but it may he said that they generally benefit from economies of scale. 

KroNOMiKs oi SCAI.K: .MTK AM» HAKI» IIHKK PKOC ESS IN»! 

A mission sponsored by EC A invest,gated the feasibility of jute bag 

production in West Africain 1«.(»4.; It concluded that production could be 
organized on a fairly small scale for a modest capital outlay It was 

estimated that 700.000 bags could he produced annually on a single shift 
basis for an investment of $láo.r,oo. Twenty live persons would be 

employed. The selling prr-e of these bags would he broadly comparable 

with that oí imports. The mission was of the opinion that even smaller 
plants might  be economic. 

An exercise carried out by FAO in V.m examined the implications 

of installing a much larger plant n. an African country." The capacity 

in this model was ti million heavy-duty bags per year, and the total 

capital investment was estimated at about $2J> million. On the 

assumption that raw jute could be imported at SI HO per ton and bags 

at 27 cents each, the net savings in foreign exchange were estimated at 

$500,000 per annum using imported fibre or $l.fr> million if a locally 

produced fibre could he used. The estimated cost of bag production, 
however,  was not  quoted. 

The manufacture of cordage and other products from hard fibres 

need not be capital-intensive, and a simple technology can be employed 
Material accounts for over (to per cent of total costs and there seem to be 

few economies of scale. Moreover, spinning mills can be located near the 
plantations, so that yarn rather than fibre is transported. 

' Rpp..rt of the If,.,/ Africa,, lnduMrhl V„.„r,ih„awq .Ui.ss¡„„; for full re- 
ference see   annex   :i   under      economic  Commission   for Àfrica". 

» Industries lWetwmff Acculturai Products Other than Food: for full 
reference see  annex   3 under  'Kcononuc  Com.miss.on  for Africa'. 
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for m„ • tîMe
1
rea80n8- COr(U*e manufacture should be a .suitable industry 

¡ZZIi ¿ p,ng co""tries W,,IW the hard mm> iM *«•-A« a^V indicated   then   „ competilo,, fi• 8VIltheticM „, „,„ e • 

but manufacture ,o meet domestic llfWÌH could be base,! on natu 11 
fibres and would rc.niro little protection a.ainst the competition of 
imports made Iron, synthetic material. «..„petition  of 

»SELECTION OF MACHINERY 

in the discussion „f economi«, of scale, reference has been made to 
vanous levels of technology. It .Iocs not follow, however, that Z    , 
eve, ha, to he adopted at eve,,  stage of product,,,   |„ ailv ,„„,„.„ 

imll   at each stage <,, production.,!, combina« f,aboma   d cap   a 

t  xtil» .actory equipment eons.sts ,.fa bas, mach,,, imit, w lll(.h ,,,l|iv,ips 

. « output at a predetermined rate, and a,unnber of de,,,s   „J      , 
then, optional,  -.neh ..ntro.  cp.ality  (, move .na.cnal on  ,, o,,'   ,, 
machine.   I he cost of some of these devices is apprccaMe i„ rCa,,,     o 
the  basic  machu, cost.   Ky an  approprie scie«,,,,  of de,,,.        ! 
riegiee of automation can be adjusted to local cost  (actors. 

The immediate, availability ol spare parts ¡, partumlarlv „„portant 
n deve ,pmg countries where they are not  locailv manufac, „,,',   The 

cost in terms ol lost production ¡f machinery l.es nil, wlulc spare parts 
are earned from abroad ,s nearly always lar „cater than L ca , u, 
cost of holding spare parts in stock.  When a new mill is >,a,,u   ' 
particular care must be taken to s,„,k parts that are likel, ,„ I, .^ded 

or early replacement owing to inexperience,! handling of the ,nach,„rv 
y operators. In other word, the pattern of consumption of spa,,. „ 
-t depend at the outset solely on wear and tear of the machi ,,rv 

Second-hand machinery 

ouJt 7"   P'W  "f teCh"ÍCal   d"-<-1°l'">•t  »>  »'«•   i"<l"strUli,,,l «mntr.« d,,n,,K recem year» ha* »,„„,,¡„lm ,„, „, mmh    . , 
-rapped *he„ only a.„„„ five year* ,,,,.,. ,„ ,11¡lk„ „,lv    „.    ^ 
more efheent „„„lek The purehaae „f s,„.|, „«.J ,.,,,„„„„.,„   ,, „   ,   M" 
oonult.o„. 8h„ul,l be „f ,M,.ti,„llàr ir,„.,,.sl , X,l ,,„ ' 
M„ce ,t w„„H ».ve *„*„ e„,„,w, ¡„ Hlll. ,.,„, „„' |llBl„.,    t 
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that could be achieved with the most up-to-date machinery might not 
be marketable. 

The potential disadvantages, however, should also be recognized. 

There would probably be no guarantee of performance by the vendor, 

and an e\aluation might have to be made by independent experts. 

It would also be essential to discover whether the manufacturer was 

producing spare parts and offering maintenance servie»» after ceasing 

production of the particular equipment. There would probably he longer 

delivi'iy dates for spare parts of an obsolete model, and it would therefore 

be prudent to carry larger stocks than for new machinery. Finally, the 

machinery must he expected to require more frequent maintenance 

than new equipment, and maintenance personnel might have to be of 
a   very high standard of technical competence. 

DEVELOPMENT OF SYNTHETIC MATERIALS 

Since the ability to produce natural fibres is one of the principal 

resources of some of the developing countries, the dynamic development 

of competing materials by the industrialized countries creates considerable 

problems for tlwin. These substitute materials may be manufactured 

in fibre form and then processed in the same way as natural fibres, in 

which case another raw material has become available t»> the textile 

industry. Sometimes, however, they may be manufactured in other 

forms, such as film, .sheet or tapes, from which articles are made to com- 

pete with prod,lets of ? he textile industry other than apparel. 

New materials are being developed in the industrialized countries at 

an accelerating rate, and the prices of these synthetic materials generally 

show a downward trend as a result of large scale production and improve»! 
processing teehniques. 

Moreover, tin- supply of synthetic: materials can be more easily 

controlled and adjusted to fluctuations in demand than the supply of 

natural fibres, which depends on climatic conditions, .-•»metimes in only 

a few areas of the world. One of th»1 consequences of this difference is 

greater stability in the price and quality of synthetic materials than in 

those of natural fibres; such stability is always regarded as an advantage 
by the consuming industry. 

Most man made materials arc more expensive originally than the 

natural fibres. However, each time the price of a natural fibre increases 

sharpK in consetpicnce of th»' supply and demand relationship, a further 
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>es 
impetus is given to the WHO of its substitute   •u.,1 H„. „ •      n-i       , 

•""^» "*» ••«• <- »•M. .,,: i,;;:!:';,:::::;:,' **• 
In the case „f apparel tcvliles,  man-made |ilir,,s , 

•he adv.,,,«,,. „f prlC(,, ,„„ „       ,,„„.  ,.    ,',       i," 
»uperior performance. i„ »  „,          .,, „ ,h        ..,','«;' 
In develo,«,! ,„„„iri,-s. whore ¡„comes ,,.,!,„„,, .,. ,.''' ""' "'""• 

have proved  „„  i,,,,,,,»»,,,  ,.      ¡(¡v.t, ..,,,.„„.„„.        " ;'"     1 
cuiiHiuon»^.«,,,.,,, (<,ns.,,11,,li,.,,

t
I>at,,,. ;:;',, „:;;;:;;; 

h.   nee dinercmia, ,„.,„,.,.„ mall.m¡uJi! mnis             '.i., 

th, deve!,,,,,,« than i„ ,|„. developed „.„„„.^ (, „ J       * 

regaled a» giving a „i,,,,,,, ,,.for,„a„cc „, ,,.,.„;„     ' ^        '     ""." 
evident fr„,„ tl,e ,.„„,,, „f „„. „,„,„„.„,.,„,.„ „ '^,   - 

develop a range of different texture». 

Subrtifuteg for jute and allied libres 

The two major end-uses for woven jute fabric» arc heavv-dnv I,«• 
and carpet backing. Kor many year» there wa» com, J ZI ^ 

I• l J RS ''""''' '"' r,'|,l"<'t''1 f"r »" »«••".  I" «I»- carpet lacking market there wu.» „o »•,., <-,„„.„., ¡, ,„. ,„  ...    ' |K ^ 
1»«. however, fabric»  ,„„,„ ,,.„„,  .^.J,'  ',, ^   ^.» • 

t*,;0,:;"';;'':'1; *"" ,,"w ,hm"• "• "-; ' - compute subst.lute for ,„«. ,„ (,,„1, „,„;,„• end-use». 

The material for heavy-duty bag» ,„„,- ,„. ,,„,,, ,|l.„siu.     ,„,,„.,,.,„. 

Tte ,ü"i;l>1"7'l"7,(l'l',: '"« '»»- i- «I- I for ear ,c, back   « 
The tape „ produced by extrusion, tin.» eliminating all tie eucsi" 
.panning and »pinning operation» rehired for j,,", ,t canb        d 

lgtC,he",;,SÍS'i,,í!  ,M,B"  "la'"'""rV *«'"'"' ' "»"« «^. Uwmg to (.he. woven construction, bag» made from »vnthctie malcrial 

must   breathe     Since, however, the »cave i» „f ,,„, lil|K.s „,„,„. ,,,„, 

They are also more rcistnnt to damage by water. „„,», „,1s. che X 
»oven8 and nncrobactoria. The tape has , »idcrabl, „realer      ,Ì 

«Jwing  o th« last factor and the lower specifo. gravitv of ,|, »vnth.tic 
materia!, the „eight „, the bag i» gcneraily ,« to S, p'JJ^ 
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of the jute bag with which it competes. The woven tape bags, however. 

may not stand extreme temperatures as well as jute and have a greater 
tendency to slip when stacked. 

Owing to the ruggedness of jute cloth, liiere is a large second-hand 

market for jute bags. It is not yet clear whether bags made from woven 

tape will have an equally high second-hand vaine, nor how important 

this  question  will   prove  to  he  in  any  competition  between  the two. 

In terms of technical performance, therefore, there would seem to be 

few hag uses where the woven tape variety is inferior. As a general rule, 

relative prices will determine winch is to be bought, and cost studies 

show» that the synthetic products may already be produced in the 
developed countries at a lower cost than the jute bag*. 

Most carpets and nigs have some form of backing to give them 

strength and stability. In woven carpets, the backing yarns are woven 

into the fabric as the carpet is being made. In tufted carpets, the primary 

backing is pre-woven and the tufts are stitched into it. Synthetic tape 

has so far proved suitable only for 1 lilted carpet backing, but this is 

where the fastest growth in demand seems likely to occur in the developed 

countries. The superiority of jute may persist as backing yarn for woven 

carpets and as a secondary backing for a growing proportion of tufted 

carpets, to give them greater dimensional stability and "creep'- resistance. 

Woven synthetics, however, are widely regarded as only an interim 

development between jute and non-woven synthetic backings. A defect 

of any woven backing is that the unevetmess of the surface causes needle 
deflection, with consequent weakening of the fabric, on the modern, 

high-speed tufting machines with closely spaced needles. Non-woven 

backings cause little or no needle deflect ion. While thev are still m the 

experimental stage and there are technical difficulties'to be overcome, 

it is clearly possible that non woven hackings will eventually cost less 

than woven synthetic backings and offer a superior performance. The 

competition to be faced by jute will then be still more acute. 

Competition from woven synthetics is not confined to developed 

countries; the production of PP bags has begun in Chile, Indonesia and 

Peru for shipment of fish meal and in China (Taiwan) for wool packs. 

• Study Croup on Jute, Kenaf and Allied Fibres; for full reference see annex 3 
under   *ood and Agriculture Organization". 
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irom the competition of synthetics. ivs 

Over one half of eheapcr and nearlv •ill ,.v, 

-  now  made  of syntheL.   For       L       •  ' "T " "T"" "^ 
durability and re^tance ,„ u,,er o      - H ' U"",lt,'r S,,•e,lfí,l,' 
t»-to ,a,tu. a.n.,st u;;:;:;:;::^1'-ni -»-•—»,.«. 

In the important market for a^ncltmal tum • 
.synthetic, was nntially slight for 77 "<»"|.ctm„n irom 

necessary for baler tun,       ,      ,   ¡       *7 '""'^ ' ,i'i" ,h" h"'k 
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outlets from the point of view of volume. The consumption of sisal in 
Western Europe for carpeting has expanded during the 1960s, but the 
competiti*m from other natural and synthetic libres is considerable. 
Pulping sisal has proved a technical success in Brazil, but the kraft 
papers manufactured in this way have yet to be proved outside the 
Brazilian market. 

ORGANIZATION OF MILL PRODUCTION 

As with other manufacturing industries which involve several 
production stages, both skill and judgement are required to equip or 
expand a textile mill in such a way as to reduce t«> a minimum the lack 
of balance in productive capacity both within and between departments. 

However well balanced the factory equipment may be, the operation of 
the mill will at all times depend on the type of cloth ordered and the volume 
of orders. The effects of change« in the production programme should 
be calculated well in advance so as to minimize the risk of imbalance 
between the spinning and weaving departments of an integrated mill. 
Balance between departments is organized by beginning at the weaving 
end and working back through the  production stages. 

To avoid the increased costs resulting from inefficiency in organizing 
the work or controlling the quality of the products, modern scientific 
methods of production management have been introduced in the textile 
industry in developed countries. Efficiency levels, which ensure the 
maximum speed consistent with satisfactory quality, are established 
for each process. Quality contro! operates continuously at all stages in 
the production process. Actual performance is regularly compared with 
standards. Machinery maintenance is planned according to a programme 
based on experience and includes an element of preventive maintenance. 
While changing economic conditions have forced the management of 
mills in the developed countries to devise detailed measures of this kind, 
most such measures can be adopted in mill management regardless of 
the level of technology employed and will result in a significant reduction 
in manufacturing costs. 

Another consequence of the increasing cost of equipment in textile 
mills is the practice of operating on a three-shift basis, generally 23 hours 
a day foi six days a week. The remaining hour of the day is used for 
machine adjustment and maintenance. The incidence of depreciation 
on production costs is evidently reduced by this practice, but it is usually 
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Chapter 5 

CONSIDERATIONS DETERMINING 
THE ESTABLISHMENT OR MODERNIZATION 
OF A TEXTILE INDUSTRY 

As noted in the introduction, the textile industry has spearheaded 
industrial development in most countries and provided a high proportion 
oí the employment created in the manufacturing sector. It is therefore 
natural that the establishment or expansion of a textile industry should 
often be under investigation in developing countries. 

As stated in chapter 2. some developing countries, particularly in 
the Far Last, possess textile industries that are fully competitive in 
the world market, even to the point where the developed countries have 
introduced import quotas to limit what they regard as a disruption of 
hen- domestic markets. There is said to be excess productive capacity 

for cloth manufacture in the world as a whole. The question is sometimes 
rawed whether in these circumstances developing countries that have so 
lar made little or no progress in textile manufacture should initiate or 
expand their activities in  this field,   it is pointed out   that a newly 
established industry generally has to be protected by import duties for 
many years and that such protection is paid for bv the consumers in 
terms of higher prices. The (iovernment will also lose the duties on 
imported textiles if substitution by local manufacture takes place. It is 
also said that in countries that do not grow their own cotton the saving 
in  foreign   exchange   will   not   be impressive because the pressure of 
international competition makes it possible to import cotton piece-goods 
at little more than the value of the cotton that would be used in locally 
manufactured products. 

To a large extent, arguments of this kind can be put forward against 
estabhshing almost any industry in a developing country. Indeed, it is 
rare that the substitution of local manufacture for imports can be 
justified in the short term. The developing countries do not wish to be 
confined to the role of suppliers of raw materials to the already developed 
countries, and a longer-term perspective is necessary in order to decide 
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fib J\HI g 7       l8 are nmlrd in the Potion of ma„-made 
fibres. I„ th.s case the mere advanced technology is transferred by the 
grant of patent  rights and «. lignee to produce. 

It is nearly always necessary to supplement the training programme 
of  ocal nationals by the recruitment of expatriate staff to'manage th 
factory a„d complete the systemat. training of local eounterparts to 
replace then,   Desp.te the cost   involved,  the expatriate staff w     £ 
needed for at least three years. 

RAW MATERIAL SrPPUES AND PRICES 

While labour may account for 15 to »o per cent of total costs 
accordando the level of technology selected, raw material generally 
accounts for well over f,o per cent. gem rally 

The developing «.ountries-  most  important   ringle  apparel  fibre  is 
cotton   Among countries that d„ not grow ,,tton. Ivel, ping co ufi 
are unlikely to he ah.e to „„port  i, ,„„„. ,(l,apiv than L^lA       >ed 
countnes. On the other hand, the p,,e of eotton is lower n ' 

ducmg countnes. partly beeause transport ,,sts are louer or nil   S, „ ,. 
timen,  however   i»   is uovernmen.   polie,   tu  maintain domestic' eotton 
pnces a   a    ,g er level  than world pnces.  f(,  (,x;uiipl,  ln  iW)l 

he United Arab Kepuhhc. as well as in the United States. Woo    s 

omparahvely small item in the textile products of most developing 
countnes, and pnces seen, genera.lv to be above those in the deve.;:' 

Although domestic availability of eotton or wcoi is not essential for 
he establishment of a textile industry, in a developing country. ,t offr 

a number of advantages. For example, m addition to Important savw 
m foreign exchange, there are savings in transport cost! since „at Z 
fibres contain many „„purities that are removed „„|v after arrival a 
the mills and account for up to ,0 per cent by weight of a c't        a e 
and up to one half the wight of greasy wool. 

The cotton groun m a, developing country may not necessarily be 
o the nght uuahty for the products it is durable to manufacture there 
Short or medium staple cotton is unsuitable for combed yams of fine 
count, while long staple eotton is poorly utilized if spun into coarse òr 
medium-count yarns. Different qualities of wool ar likewise uable 
lor different products. Miitaoie 
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$1 million. In terms of foreign exchange expenditure, therefore, the 
partial substitution of imported cotton hy domestically manufactured 
viscose rayon looks promising. The difficulty lies in producing the 
staple fibre at a sufficiently low [»rice for the blended 'cotton type" 
cloth to be salable in the domestic market. 

In the case of man made fibres, the cost of transport is not a major 
factor for two reasons: first, the material is delivered in pure form to the 
mill, so that wastage is negligible; second, the price is generally higher 
in relation to weight than that of natural fibres. 

Woven polyolelin tapes have been mentioned as a serums competitor 
to jute and hard fibres. A developing country that does not grow one of 
these fibres might consider the manufacture of bags for agricultural 
produce and other items from this woven tape. The polyolefin material 
will in mont cases have to be imported, but the extrusion of film and 
slitting into tapes is a quite simple process that can be applied on a 
small scale. The tapes can be woven into fabric on conventional textile 
equipment. 

LOOATIONAL I'ACTUKS 

In choosing the location of a textile mill, a number of other Ideational 
factors have to be taken into account, but most of these, such as 
availability of power and transport, apply to all manufacturing activities. 
A certain degree of humidity is necessary in spinning cotton and wool in 
order to prevent excessive film* breakage. With the 'levelopment of 
modern air-conditioning machinery, the climate within the mill can be 
controlled to suit requirements, although this adds to capital and 
operating costs. A textile mill uses appreciable quantities of water; the 
quality of the water is thus important. 

CONTRIBUTION OF A TEXTILE INDUSTRY TO GENERAL INDUSTRIAL 

DEVELOPMENT 

In most developing countries, capital and foreign exchange are 
scarce, while labour is relatively plentiful, with the exception of skilled 
labour. The textile industry accommodates itself fairly well to this 
situation. Although it is tending to become more capital-intensive, a 
much smaller investment outlay is required than in many other industries 
to establish the capacity to meet domestic demand. Government planners 
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then resort to import restrictions and export subsidies to aid the textile 

industry. No (Jovernment can regard this situation with any satisfaction, 

and most of the changes may have to occur on the agricultural side. 

Even when not itself a large employer of labour, the textile industry 

may indirectly provide far greater employment in the agricultural sector 
in growing the libre. 

The textile ¡udustry is obviously linked to clot hint: furnishing, 

cordage and bagging. To the extent that man made libres are used, it is 

also linked to chemicals and petrochemicals. Textile machinery industries 

have been set up m a few developing countries, but t heir experience has 

not been encouraging. The equipment needs of their local markets have 

been too small and erratic to enable them to develop successfully, and the 

models  they   make   tend   s i   to   become  obsolete.   Most   developing 

countries may have to rely on imported machinery for many years to 

come. In some of those countries, however, it may be feasible to 

manufacture certain spare parts which arc required in large volume. 

Some of the simpler items of equipment might be manufactured, but, 

since a modern mill installation is conceived as a unified process, this 

equipment would have to match more complex items and would therefore 
have to he manufactured under licence from a foreign firm. 

Textile products form only a small proportion of the input of other 

sectors of the economy, apart from the bagging industry, which uses jute, 

hard fibres and sometimes cotton cloth to make bags for packing 

agricultural products such as coffee, rice and oilseeds for export markets 
and, in the manufacturing sector, sacks for fertilizers. 

INVESTMENT AND FINANCE 

It is clear from the discussion in chapter 4 that the investment 

required for a textile mill of a given size depends greatly on the level 

of technology which is considered appropriate, bearing in mind the size 
of the market and the ratio of capital to labour costs. 

The si>,e of investment also depends on factors such as the average 

count of yarn to be spun and the structure and width of the cloth to be 

manufactured. In the finishing department there are large variations 

depending on the type of iinish required by the market. It is also 

impossible to generalize about the cost of construction and items such 

as the treatment of water and effluent and, where they have to be 
installed, power supply and air-conditioning. 
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the domestic textile producers, will .„Humee the (iovernment m deciding 

its course of action. If. however. 1l,e establishment of a beai industry 

results m a substantial increase in the price of clothing the growth (if 

consumption is restricted and a vinous circle created ,„ which high 

prices are defended b.v reference to low sales and sales cannot be increased 
without lowering prices. 

HKIüONAI. CO-Ol'KRATION  AND INTKORATlON 

During   the   1060s.   (¡overnments   have   engaged   in   far reaching 
negotiations  aimed at   increasing the degree of regional  co-operation 

among them  and  in  some eases at   introducing economi,,  integration 
huch negotiations stem from a growing awareness of the difficulty of 

establishing viable modern industries j„ «.„„nlries who«, population and 

natural resources are small. In addition, developing countries thai have 

already achieved a substantial measure of industrialization are concerned 
lest the progress „f economic integration  m  Kurope and expansion in 

North America may adversely affect then- future development   ,f their 
industries do noi have access to multinational markets. IWress in such 

negotiations ,s apt to be slow because of the complexity of H„. problems 
and the diversity of interests to be reconciled. 

None of the arrangements has been designed specifically to promote 
»ntra-regional tra.lc m textiles; indeed, textile products are excluded 

irom the provisions of some agreements precisely lu-cause the textile 

industry was set up in most countries under the protection of trade 

barriers and other controls and „s„,IK accounts for a substantial 

proportion of national employment and manufacturing activitv If 

moreover, the installation of equipment f,r textile manufacture in a 

given country has been of fairly recent or.gn, ,t is natural that the 

,overnme„t should be extremely reluctant to envisage any measure of 

trade liberalization which would reduce the viability of an investment 
made at considerable sacrifier of scarce resources. 

A further difficulty ¡s that production in all developing countries i„ 

heavily concentrate«! on the coarse, yarns an«! fabr.es for which demand is 

greatest so that their rang,, are competitive rather than complementary 

Many developing countries therefore „„port only the liner vanet.es of 

cloth and the more .sophisticated textiles. In general, this sector of 

the market continues to be supplied by miports from the developed 

countries, on grounds of price an,! availability. For all these reasons the 
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An estimate of the investment, showing land and buildings fixed 
assets, pre-operating expenses and working capital ; 

A forecast of income and expenditure for at least five years, based 
on the estimated cost of production and anticipated selling prices; 

A cash How forecast and estimate of credit requirements; 

Forecast balance sheets for at least five years. 

The feasibility report should also indicate any special facilities to 
be obtained from the (Government in accordance with existing legislation 
and, if need be. such additional concessions as the initiators of the project 
may seek from the ( Government in order to make it \ ¡able. The preparation 
of such a study requires the employment of specialist«. International or 
bilateral technical assistance may be requested in some cases in order 
to finance this work (see annex 1). 

The market survey usually involves an inquiry among importers, 
wholesalers and retailers because import statistics are insufficiently 
detailed. Based on the results of the survey, a limited range of cloths is 
selected for manufacture, in order to produce economically. If the pattern 
of consumption is very diversified and the volume for each quality of 
cloth is low, the project should probably be discontinued or studied 
again on a regional basis. 

The production programme should indicate probable output for five 
years, taking into account growth in consumption and any observable 
trends in the pattern of consumption, such as demand for finer or wider 
fabrics, or for blends of natural and synthetic fibres. 

Where a project is concerned with the expansion of existing capacity 
in a developing country, a survey of existing mills is desirable to ascertain 
whether more efficient use of production , apacity, perhaps with some 
additional investment in certain production stages, would enable the 
increased demand to be met without erecting a new mill. Capital is so 
scarce and foreign currency so precious that any unnecessary duplication 
of investment should be avoided. 

A suitable location for the mill must be selected. The supply of raw 
materials and especially of man-made fibres must be studied in the light 
of the considerations discussed earlier in this chapter. 

In the design of the mill, two extremes have to be avoided. At one 
extreme there is the tendency to adopt the most sophisticated techniques 
in automated or electronic equipment, even including experimental 
machines that have not been thoroughly tested in the developed countries, 
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MODERNIZATION PROGRAMMES 

The problem of modernization is especially acute in the older 
textile-producing countries of Latin America and the Tar East. Action 
is required at the national level and at the mill level in order to deal 
effectively with this situation. 

Nation-wide measures 

An appropriate body such as a Ministry of Industry oran association 
of textile manufacturers should survey the industry's productive capacity 
periouhally, sending out detailed questionaires to obtain information on 
the age of machinery, its utilization and output. Periodical surveys of 
this type are the rule in all developed countries and also take place in 
many developing countries. 

These surveys provide a foundation for sound government planning 
of industrial development, taking into account the relationships between 
industry, agriculture and services. Having reviewed the likely 
development of consumption and export prospects, the Government will 
be in a position to decide whether it should give any special aid to the 
textile industry and. if so, what form it should take. 

Measures at the mill level 

The work needed to complete the national questionnaires is itself 
of value to the management of an individual mill, particularly when in 
due course a comparison can be drawn between the published average 
results for the country as a whole and the position in a given mill. 

A systematic review of management methods and the improvement 
of mill controls will often lead to a significant reduction in the cost of 
production without any expenditure on modernizing the production 
machinery. In many mills, statistics are compiled which convey valuable 
information that the management fails to use to correct mistakes or 
reduce wastage in the production processes. With improvements in 
production scheduling, stock control, costing and so forth, the total 
potential savings were estimated at 13 per cent of unit costs in a survey 
of the Brazilian textile industry by ECLA, and there is no reason to 
suppose that the potential savings are negligible in any country. 
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Chapter 6 

THE INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM 
ON INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT: 
ISSUES, DISCUSSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

The  issues,   the  discussion   and the   recommendations  approved  are 
presented in this chapter. 

THE ISSUES
10 

The textile industry, catering to a basic human need, is one of the 
oldes manufacturing industries and usually one of the first to be 
established ,„ a country in the process of industrialization. For this 
reason ,t ,s of considerable importance to developing countries, both as 
a source o,meo,ne and asa BOUH-C of employment. In developing countries, 
the textile industry employs „early 25 per cent more workers than in 
.nduHlnahzed countries; in terms of value added in manufacturing, the 
textile industry is about three times as important to developing countries 
as to industrialized countries. 

The textile industry is often regarded as a traditional and static 
.«then than as a dynamic industry. a„d labour-intensive rather than 
capital-intensive. This image of the industry was true until about fifteen 
yean, ago when, after over half a century of technological stagnation, the 
I-cture changed. Production capacity „f machinery has increased 
dramatically, advanced automation is no« being applied at all stages of 
fibre and ah,,c processing; an entirely new range of raw materiafs has 
been developed whose share in total world fibre supply is already one 
th,rd and is „.creasing rapidly; new production methods have been 
developed which, m concept, «leviate from the traditional textile processes 

fa«^tIOPÌng T"?* WÌth lon^tMish^ textile industries are 
faced with a rapidly changing pattern of products and processes, with 
growing mternat.onal competition and with difficulties in utilizing existing 
production eapac.ties; the same problems affect the prospects of building 
up a viable textile mdusti, in other developing countries where production 

"•From    UN [DO,    Issues    for    Discussion- 
(ID/CONF. 1/A.10) (mimoo.). The   Textile   Industry,    1967 
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the Lmtod Nation« and its «penalized agencies. The establishment of 
teaming centres „„ a national basis would probably be economically 
Bound ,n a relatively H>W cases. It has been estimated that, before a 
technical school can be considered worth while, then- must be a work 
force ol 10,000 persons, and that a special text.le department attached to 
a university. Iron, which between ten and fifteen technologists graduate 
annually, is justified with a minimum work force ofâOOOO persons In 
most developing countries, the size of the textile industry is well below 
these fitmres. 

Textile plant size and economies of scale 

In many developing countries, the production of textiles has taken 
place mainly on the basis of relatively small units. The reasons for this 
may bave he-n lack of a large domestic market, lack of sufficient funds 
ava.lable at a particular time, and th« hope that small units,  in the 
aggregate, would employ more labour at a given level of technology than 
a larger plant producing the same output, it is generally assumed that 
economy of scale in the textile industry are not as important as in many 
other industries and that therefore a policy of concentrating production 
m small units will not necessarily result ¡„ serious cost disadvantages 
This assumption, however, cannot be considered generally valid    In an 
integrated  mill,   economies of scale  in  spinning  are  quite  marked  in 
smaller mills of from 2.000 to 10.000 spindles, lessening progressively up 
to a null capacity of 20.000 spindles, after which no further economies of 
scale   will   he  obtained   from   a   larger  size.   Economies  of scale   vary 
significantly according to the type of cloth produ-cd, the finer the yarn 
and the closer the weave, the greater are the advantages of a larger .cale 
ol output.  In a non-integrated spinning mill, the scale of output  and 
capital ;ntens.ty required for economical operation is probably higher  It 
may  be  possible to combine a  highly capital-intensive spinning  mill 
operating  on  a   large  seal«.,   with   several  small-scale,   labour-intensive 
weavmg units. These units could be establish«, either on a national scale 
with „„.table government incentives or on a subregional basis in areas 
where national markets are too small. 

Raw materials 

The availability of local raw materials has often provided the main 
mcent,ve lor the development of a textile industry. It is important to 
ascertam, however, whether the available raw materials fully correspond 
to the types of products to be manufactured. The use of raw materials 
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THE DISCUSSION
11 

The four categories of textile industry 

It was apparent from the discussion that national textile industries 
might generally he classified j„to tour categories and that each category 
presented a signilieantly different set of problems. ' 

The first  category included developing countries that   were in the 

process of establishing a neu   textile industry .„• had done so recently 

in the expectation that the text.le industry w„„|,| ,*„,,„  considerable 

foreign exchange economies to be made or, essential Impn,ts an<l also 

m many cases, would permit domestic sources of raw materials and labour 

to  be utili/.,.,!.  The second  category included developing  countries in 

which the textile industry was already successfully established, supplied 

most of the needs of the domestic market and eit her'had already developed 

an export trade or had reasonable prospects of doi.ur so if access cuid be 

facilitated and textiles produced of an appropriate quality. The third 

category included developing countries in v hich domestic requirements 

were met by a textile industry that had grown obsolete but was protected 

from the competition of imports by high tariffs. Those indust ries required 

modernization    and    reorganization.    The    fourth    category    included 

industr.ahzed countries with a high consumption of textiles p<r capita 

and also a grou.ng sophistication in the products consumed. With the 

rise HI wage rates ,n those countries, their textile industries tended to be 

threatened with obsolescence and growing competition from imports. 

While it was recognized that big changes had taken place in recent 

years ,n the role of dex eloped and developing countries ,n the international 

textile trade, it was evident that the developing countries were concerned 

about  the obstacles to their efforts to penetrate the markets of the 

developed countries. Jt was feared that the entry of more developing 

eountr.es into this export tracie and the attempt \o expand its volume 

might lead to difficulties. A proposal was discussed for programming 

world   textile   production   with   the   object   of  achieving   a   rational 
specialization. J he debate of this proposal showed a divergence of views • 

it was pointed out that many developing countries had to increase their 

foreign   exchange  earnings   by   exporting  manufactured  goods;  some 

developed countries, on the other hand, had been perturbed by the social 

Aih^mtaBllTi^ feA i»?»0*•* Symposium on Industrial Development, 
288-301 ( t,0US Publication. Sales No.: 69. II. B. 7) para«! 
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Technical considerations 

TEXTILE INDUSTRY 

The influence of economies of scale was discussed, including the 
findings of the studies conducted hy ECLA. Tt was pointed out that it 
became increasingly difficult beyond a certain size to achieve efficient 
management even with more productive equipment, and that there was 
a greater risk of restrictive business practices if the donvstic market 
was small. 

The selection of equipment was extensively discussed. It was 
stressed that the level of automation should he determined with reference 
to the relative scarcity of capital and abundance of labour in developing 
countries. Automatic devices «ere generally justified where they could 
produce a significant improvement in product qiialitv. 

It was pointed out that modern high-speed machinen could lead to 
a reduction in costs only when it could be utilized to the maximum In 
the finishing section, in particular the capacity of the most efficient 
machines was high compared with the size of the market in maijy 
developing countries Automatic screen printing tended to be preferable 
to roller printing when a large variety of patterns had to be produced in 
small quantities. 

It was agreed that the purchase of second hand machinery might 
sometimes he justified, but there were many possible disadvantages and 
the most careful examination and safeguards were essential before pur- 
chase. There were rases, however, in which the second hand machinery 
was still quite modern and t he supplier was willing to give some miaran tee 
of satisfactory operations. Spare parts and technical service might not 
be easily obtainable from the manufacturer for very old equipment. It 
was pointed out that the introduction of international standards for 
components and spare parts of textile machinery could increase the degree 
of interchangeability and that this would simplify maintenance. 

Attention was drawn to the importance of using raw materials 
appropriate to the textile products to be manufactured. UNIDO was 
asked to assist developing count lies in selecting the appropriate materials. 
It was considered that the growing trend towards the use of man-made 
fibres would apply to some extent in the developing countries and that 
the implications needed careful study, since economies of scale in the 
production of man-made fibres were such that the requirements of several 
countries in a region could most economically be met by a single plant. 
Generally the synthetic fibres required a larger scale of production than 
cellulosic fibres. It was therefore felt that regional co-operation should be 
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To undertake feasibility studies for the production of man-made 
fibres, with particular reference to the availability of basic raw materials 
required, and their influence on the production of natural fibres; 

To study certain special aspects of the textile industry such as 
printing, with special reference to small runs and utilization of waste, 
and, in co-operation with other agencies, the possibility of introducing 
international standards in textile machinery components and spare parts 
with a view to their interchangeability, as well as the problems of the 
hard fibre industry, especially those arising from the substitution of 
natural fibres by synthetics; 

To assist Governments, upon request, in the programming of the 
development or reorganization of the textile industry; 

To undertake studies on the textile industry based on the latest 
available data and forecasts of expansion of production capacity, both 
in industrialized and developing countries; 

To draw the attention of UNCTAD and GATT again to the question 
of access to world markets for the textile products of the developing 
countries, taking into account the situation of those developing countries 

I which are less advanced in the development of their textile industry. 
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UNITED NATIONS ACTION 
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handling their problems, which frequently have many characteristics in 
common. An additional benefit derived from these meetings is the 
guidance which they provide UNTDO in formulating its policies and 
programmes, by updating information concerning conditions and 
possibilities in various countries and identifying problem areas. 

Sometimes special papers are prepared for discussion at these 
meetings, while ui other cases the need for a research paper becomes 
evident from the discussions at the meeting. In addition, the reports 
and observations made by field experts may indicate the need for studies 
and surveys, with the object of resolving specific problems which they 
have encountered. 

The first interregional workshop on textile industries in developing 
countries was organized by the Centre for Industrial Development in 
September 1965, in Lodz, Poland. This has been followed by meetings 
of expert groups to prepare advice on the selection of textile machinery 
in the cotton and wool and worsted industries and on processing 
problems. Another expert group is taking up matters of quality control 
m the textile industry. 

In-plant training of engineers and technicians 

ri ^ VoCat;°nal trainin8 and the trai•g of foremen is carried out by the 
ILO mainly within the framework of technical assistance projects in the 
developing countries. UNIDO organizes in-plant group training pro- 
grammes in industrialized countries for engineers and higher technical 
personnel from the developing countries. 

An in-plant group training programme for the textile industry was 
aunched m 1967 in co-operation with the Textile Research Institute in 

Lodz, Poland. The programme lasted for five months, was designed for 
twenty participants and has since been repeated every year. Its aim Is to 
upgrade the theoretical knowledge of the participants and to provide 
them ma relatively short time with concentrated practical experience in 
the textile industry. This is accomplished by giving them the opportunity 
for practical work in laboratories and production enterprises under close 
and continuous supervision of experts. The experience of the programme 
in Poland has confirmed the usefulness of such training for engineers 
and higher technical personnel from the developing countries; UNIDO 
hopes to expand facilities for in-plant training. 
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capital investment needed ia relatively small, the labour content is 
relatively high, and the crucial factor for success is know-how might be 
transferred in the same way. UNIDO might assist by organizing 
preliminary studies to identify the sectors of the textile industry most 
appropriate for transfer and the factors that must be present in order to 
achieve success. Such studies would serve to bring existing opportunities 
to the attention of industrialists in the developed countries and would 
help developing countries to devise measures to attract such transfers. 

Use of man-made fibres in developing countries 

Although the share of man-made fibres in the consumption of apparel 
textiles is much smaller in developing than in developed countries, the 
tendency is for this share to expand. Moreover, in some countries the area 
grown to cotton may have to be reduced in future, in order to increase 
the production of food crops as population grows, and this factor will also 
encourage substitution of man-made for natural fibres. Preparatory 
research in anticipation of this trend would seem advisable. 

UNIDO might organize an investigation into the most economical 
means of using cellulose libres blended with the lower qualities of cotton 
because the regular length and thickness of the cellulose staple fibre* 
might result in cloth that was both acceptable to the consumer and 
cheaper than existing cotton cloth. 

In many developing countries the traditional forms of men's clothing 
are giving way to European-style suits. For this fashion to be generally 
adopted, however, a suiting fabric is needed with the appearance of 
light-weight woollen fabric but made from blended man-made fibres 
and selling at a price that the majority of the male population can meet 
UNIDO might organize a study of the technical problems involved in 
meeting this requirement and of the minimum size of the production 
unit required for this purpose. 

Criteria for the selection of textile equipment 

Expert groups are engaged in formulating a set of guidelines on the 
selection of textile machinery. While it is not the province of the United 
Nations to make a comparison between the different modela on offer 
there would be value in preparing a manual, especially conceived for 
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pu cha«., ,„ the developing countries, which would serve as a check-list 
of the advantages and disadvantages from the technical, econonne an^ 

a,,ml î,0"'t "f •" »f *e «ion, made by different manufacture In 
preparmg such a manual, special attention would have to >, giv't the 
hmshing stages of text.les manufacturers from man made as ^lUs from 
neural hbre.   It  would n,,udc guidan, „ equ¡pm<.nl  fw , ^• 

TnX    InV^'"!. I,P,I,tÍ,,g- St0,,tmng' r<'SÍn tmrtm*»t «»1 "»-„kini: 
Me tt    T 1 r;    aS, WOaV,"B SeCtÍOn <,mld »* i,ld"d<"1 j" «"' —'• Meeting« of additional expert groups should he organized to prepare 
gujdehne. on the selection of equipment for all these sections' 71 

New techniques 

UNIDO will develop it« investigations of novel processing method« 
-uch as open-end spinning and shuttleless weaving, with the object of" 
assessing their suitability for use in the developing countries 

International textile trade policy 

Textiles are one of the most important examples of exports of 
manufactures from developing countries. Not only has this export trade 
ed to 8t tiHon betwwn devdof)ing am) ml co 

but t is also likely to involve increasingly strong competition among 
the developing countries. Governments in both exporting and importing 
countnes nearly always intervene to modify the effects of the free pkv 
ot competition in the international textile trade. 

While trade policy is predominantly the concern of other United 
Na ions hoches UNIIX) is inevitably concerned with the repercussions 
on the textile industries in the developing countries. A sound assessment 
of export possibilities may be as important in economic planning a« 
accurate estimates of the growth in domestic consumption. The matter 
«one of considerable complexity, which may warrant the establishment 
of a joint study group by UNIDO and other interested United Nations 
bodies. 
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UNIDO ASSISTANCE IN THE FIELD OF TEXTILE INDUSTRIES 

A. AREAS RELATING TO THK DEVELOPMENT OF THE TEXTILE INIHSTRY IN 

WHICH UNIDO is IN  A POSITION TO  PROVIDE TECHNICAL  ASSISTANCE 

Raw   material  utilization,   including   the  use of man-made   fibres; 
Feasibility and pie-investment studies: 
Development planning on national and regional levels, 
Introduction of mill control  systems and repair and   maintenance 

programmes ; 

Selection of equipment in connexion with expansion and 
modernization programmes ; 

Marketing: 
Establishment of research and testing laboratories; 
Training; 

Promotion (developing, implementing, evaluating) of manufacturing 
industry projects; 

Techno-economic evaluation of competitive processes and changing 
te-ehnology, adaptation of new technologies  to  requirements of 
developing areas. 

B. SELECTED MAJOR TECHNICAL ASSISTANCK PROJECTS 

The projects listed below relate to the activities of the United 
Nations Industrial Development Organization since its establishment 
in 1967. The list exeludes projects carried out under the predecessor 
organizations of UNIDO (the former Division of Industrial Develop, 
ment up to 19B2 and the Centre for Industrial Development up to 
1967). Since the projects are listed for illustrative purposes, the names 
of countries have been omitted. The programmes under which the 
projects are implemented are shown as : 

SIS Special Industrial Services of UNIDO 
UNDP/TA    United Nations Development Programme. 

Technical Assistance Component 
UNDP/SF    United Nations Development Programme, 

Special Fund Component 
RP Regular Programme 
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Projects implemented or under implementation by UNIDO 
the textile industry 
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m area« related to 

AFRI« A 

Feasibility study for cotton yarn 
production for export (SIS) 

Techno-economic survey (SIS) 
Survey on technical production 

facilities and marketing situation (SIS) 
Viability study for a blanket factory (SIS) 
Assistance to the textile dyeing and finishing industry (SIS) 
Textile Quality Control Centre ((AVDP/SF) ' 

THK, AMKKK AS 

Wool research (UNDP/TA) 
Quality control in the textile industry (SIS) 
Assistance to textile mills, integrated and others fSIS) 
Consultancy in textile industry (SIS) ' 
Assistance in reorganizing the'textile industry sector (SIS) 

ASIA ANI» THK FAK HAST 

Feasibility study on the kenaf industry (jointly with FAO) 
lextile industry rehabilitation programme (UNDP/SF) 
Product development for the jute industry (UNDP/SF) 
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MEETINGS, SEMINARS AND WORííWO GROUPS 
ORGANIZED BY UNIDO 

Expert Group Meeting on the Selection 
of Machinery in the Cotton industry 

Location Date, 

Vienna 23—27 October 1967 

Expert Group Meeting on Processing Bursa, 
Problems and Selection of Machinery in     Turkey 
the Woollen and Worsted Industry with 
specfe! reference to the Developing 
Countries 

6—9 November 1968 

Expert Group Meeling on Quality 
Control in the Textile Industry 

Vienna 

Proposed date 

March 1970 

Expert Group Meeting on the 
Selection of Machinery for the 
Dyeing and Finishing Industry 

Vienna June 1970 
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SELECTED LIST OF DOCUMENTS AND PUBLICATIONS ON 
TEXTILE INDUSTRY» 

UNITED NATIONS 

CINTRE FOE INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT (PREDECESSOR or UNIDO) 

Industrial Development in Asia and the Far East. Vol. IV Development of K,„ 
/«^«(E/CN.l^ 

Industrial Development in the Arab Countries (ID/CONF  1/RliP iU 
(Sales No. : 66.II.B.23). ' ' 

Report of the United Nations Interregional Workshop on Textile Indu*** in 

fsT^ZERC^^ S LüdZ* PO,and' fr0m 6 tü 27 S^borToS (ol/lAO/hER.C/88) (Sales No. : 66.ÏI.B.29). 

UNITED NATIONS INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT ORGANIZATION 

SCOOT*Ï/R R*fiT" °* IndUStricU DevehPm^t in Africa, 1966 

Report of the Asian Conference on Industrialization, 1966 (E/CONF. 1/R.R /2) 

(E^NF.^RX'^ °n lndmÍrÍal ^"Pment in Latin America, 1966 

WOOT^SvI)1"" °n IndUStrÍal Devd°Pment - A"«> Count*,, 1967 

Technological  and Economic  Aspects  of Establishing   Textile   Industries  in 
Developing Countries, 1967 (ID/7). 

Profile* of Manufacturing Establishments, 2 vols. (ID/SER.E/4 and 5) 
(Sales No.: 67.II.B.17 and 68.11.B.13). 

£T„0/ f/?mu ?r0MP MutiHg °n the Sderli0n °f T**te M^inery in 
the Cotton Industry held in Vienna from 23 to 28 October 1967 (ID/WG. 8/1). 

P^ttb°lrtdhe8ilNUmbe" °f ünÍted *•*"" *—«*• and P"blic— - *• in 
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Lodz Textile. Semini•.   1.  Textile Fibres (ID/SER. D/3/1) 
(Sales No.: 70.11 B«, Vol. 1). 

Lodz  Textile Seminars. 2. Spuming (ID/SER. D 3/2) 
(Sales No   70.11 IU>, Vol. 2). 

Lodz   Textile Si mimir^.  ,'i.   Knitting   (II) SKR   D/3/3) 
(Sales  No.: 70 II R0. Vol. 3). 

Lodz   Textile Se m i mir.".   I   W'm ring nini Associated Processes (ID/SER. D/3/4) 
(Sales No : 70.II IMS. Vol. 4). 

Lodz  Ti.etili Seminars     ~>   Noncmivi ntionnl Mcthcxls of Feibric Production 
(ID/SKR. D/3.T») (Sales No : 7lt.ll.B.tì. Vol. f». 

Lodz Textile St miliars    H   Textile Finishing (II) SER   I) 3'6) 
(Sales No   7(1 II lili, Vol. 6). 

IAHIZ  Textile Seminars.    7. Ti sting and Quality Control ( I D..SER. D/3/7) 
(Sales No   70 II.HO, Vol. 7). 

Lodz  Text ih Seminars.   S.   Plant  nini   Power   Knejine ering   (ID/SER. D/3/8) 
(Sales No.  70 11 .WW, Vol. 8) 

Sectoral Studies Prepared for the Symposium: Textile Industrien, 1967 
(ID/CONT. 1/21) (mimeo.). 

Issues for Discussion: The Textile Industry, 1907 (ID/CONF. 1/A.10) (mimeo.). 

Report of Kxpert Group Meeting on Processing Problems and Selection of 
Machinery in the Woollen and Worsted Industry (ID/33). [Working Title, to 
be published in 1970] 

ECONOMIC COMMISSION FOR AFRICA 

Report of the West African Industrial Co-ordinating Mission, 1964 
(E/CN. 14/24« and Corr. 1) (mimeo.). 

Clothing Industries in the East African Sub-Region, 1965 (E/CN. 14/INR/96) 
(miineo). 

Industries Processing Agricultural Products Other than Food, 1966 
(E/CN. 14 AS/1II/19) (mimeo ). 

Textile Industries in Africa, 196« (E/CN. 14/AS/I1I/24) (mimeo.). 

The Textile Situation in West Africa: Markets—Industries—Prospects, 1966 
(E/CN. 14/INR/129) (mimeo). 

ECONOMIC COMMISSION FOU LATIN AMERICA 

La industria textil en América Ledina. 1. Chile (Sales No.: 63.II.G.5). 

The Textile Industry in Latin America. 2. Brazil (Sales No.: 64.II.G.2). 

La industria textil en América Latina. 3. Colombia (Sales No.: 64II.G/Mim. 2). 
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La industria textil en América Latina. 4   Uruguay  (Sales Xo : (i4 11 (J Mim. f») 

La industria textil en América Latina. 5 ptrv (Sal,-. N„. : t¡4.11 (í Mim. 3) 

I* industria textil en America Launa, ti. Mir ¡a      (Sa|,.s No    ti4 ll.(i \|¡m. 4) 

La industria hxtil ni América Latina. 7. Paraguay (Sales N,,   lir, || ,; Mim> (i) 

La industria textil,» Am, nca Latum. S. Argent,,,» (Sales N„. : .if, 11.<! .\|im. 7, 

La industria hxfil,,i América Latum. !)  /•>,„„/,„    (Sal.-s \.,   ..;, || <; Yl.m   S) 

IM industry, text ih,í América ha, „a. IO. | , ,„ ,,„,„ (Sa,,., N„   (l- ,, <; V1|m „, 

La industria textile» America Latum. Il   .ì/,r„„    |Sa|,,s N(,   (i(, , | ,;^,im   ,,' 

Economie« ,»f Scale  in   the  ('.»Ito,,.  Spi„„j„y  and   W„u „,,.   Induslrv    im\ 
(ST/ECLA/CONF.23/L.9)(mime„.). 

Choice of Technologie« in Latin American 'l'.xtil,   Industri   l'Hit; 
(ST/ECLA/CONF. 23/L. 33) (mime.,.). 

La exportación en el mercad» mundial una perspectiva para el desarrollo de 
Ja industria text d latino-americana, hv R  Haour   1W6 
(ST/ECLA/CONF. 23/L. 43) (mimeo.).' 

FOOD AND AGRICULTURE ORGANIZATION 

Agricultural Commodities: Projections for 197,5 and 1985, 2 vols 

Monthly Bulletin of Agricultural Economics and Statistics, November and 
December 1967. 

Hard Fibres Projections for 1975 (COP: HF67/7) (mimeo.). 

Study Group on Jute, Kenaf and Allied Fibres, Impact of Synthetics on Jute 
and Allied Fibres, 1968 (CCP: JU «8/Working Paper No. 2) (mimeo). 

OTHER SOURCES 

Alexander, A   Man-Made Fiber Processing, Noyes Development Corporation. 
Park Ridge, N.J., 1966. 

Cook, J.G., Handbook of Textile Fibres. I   Natural Fibre.«, II   Man-Made 
fibres, 2 vols., 4th ed., Merrow Publishing Company, Watford, Herta.. 1968. 

Hall, A. J., The Standard Handbook of Textile,; Textile Book Service Metuchen 
N.J., 1965. 

Kaswell, E. K.. Wellington Sears Handbook of Industrial Textiles, Wellington 
Sears Co., New York, 1963. 

OECD, Modern Cotton Industry, A Capital Intensive Industry, Paris,  1965. 
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